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Abstract
A method to calculate the Stokes parameters Q, U , as well as angle of polarization
(AoP ) from the new generation CIMEL Dual-Polar sun/sky radiometer CE318-
DP polarized skylight measurements is developed in this thesis. Besides the degree
of linear polarization (DoLP ) and the total radiance I, the parameters Q, U , and
AoP have much potential to improve retrievals of aerosol microphysical and chem-
ical properties. However, they have not been derived based on the CE318-DP so
far because they change with the reference plane that is hard to know due to an
uncontrolled initial angle related to installation of the optical sensor head to the
automated mount of this type of instrument. In this work, the polarization pat-
tern of skylight with the direction of polarization perpendicular to the scattering
plane (i.e., the principal plane in the solar principal plane geometry) is applied to
correct the initial angle and then to obtained Q, U , and AoP . The perpendicular
and parallel polarized radiances Ir and Il, as well as the linear depolarization ratio
ρ are further derived after Q is known. A new polarized almucantar geometry
based on CE318-DP is measured to illustrate abundant variation features of these
parameters. These new polarization parameters in conjunction with DoLP and I
are analyzed based on some typical long-term sites within the Sun/sky-radiometer
Observation NETwork (SONET) and a joint site of the AErosol RObotic NET-
work (AERONET) in China. Results calculated in this work are consistent with
previous results, and generally comparable with the vector radiative transfer sim-
ulations and the measurements by other polarimetric instrument. Considering a
1  discrepancy of AoP , 3 % fractional uncertainty in I and 0.005 uncertainty in
DoLP propagated to Q and U , the uncertainties of Q in both of solar principal
and almucantar planes and that of U in the almucantar geometry are acceptable.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Polarization is a fundamental property of electromagnetic (EM) waves, that
is defined as the distribution of the electrical field in the plane normal to
the propagation direction (Liu and Voss, 1997; Kokhanovsky, 2003; Hovenier
et al., 2004). Light is composed of an ensemble of EM waves. Natural light,
such as the solar radiation incident at the top of the atmosphere (TOA), is
unpolarized in which the orientation of the oscillating electrical field vector
changes randomly. Scattering interactions of the incident solar radiation with
atmospheric suspended particles, for example, the molecular scattering (i.e.,
the Rayleigh scattering), the spherical aerosol/cloud particle scattering (i.e.,
the Mie scattering), and the nonspherical aerosol/cloud particle scattering,
change the state of polarization. The scattered skylight becomes partially
polarized during penetration of the incident sunlight through the atmosphere
(Kokhanovsky, 2003; Smith, 2007).
A characteristic polarization pattern exists in clear sky, which is related to
the position of the sun, the distribution of various atmospheric constituents,
and the properties of the underlying surface (Coulson, 1988; Horva´th and
Varju´, 2004). In cloudy sky or some other atmospheric conditions, a polar-
ization pattern of skylight is also evident, which has been widely used by
some insects and human beings for navigation (Horva´th and Varju´, 2004;
Smith, 2007). However, in different atmospheric conditions, the details of
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skylight polarization are different depending on the properties of scattering
particles. They can provide unique information on the optical and micro-
physical properties of atmospheric particles.
Atmospheric aerosol is the ensemble of colloidal suspension of liquid or
solid particles in the atmosphere. It has important influences on the global
climate either directly by scattering and absorption of the solar radiation or
indirectly by affecting cloud droplet concentration or cloud radiative prop-
erties (Wendisch and von Hoyningen-Huene, 1994; Dubovik et al., 2002;
Wendisch and Yang, 2012). Atmospheric aerosol particles have been rec-
ognized as one of the most uncertain atmospheric components due to the
poor knowledge of their complex optical and microphysical properties, chem-
ical compositions, as well as rapid spatial and temporal variations of these
properties (Boucher et al., 2013). The polarization of skylight is sensitive
to microphysical properties and chemical compositions of the atmospheric
aerosol particles (e.g., particle size, shape, complex refractive index, vertical
profile) (Kokhanovsky, 2003; Smith, 2007; Zeng et al., 2008; Cheng et al.,
2010; Wang et al., 2014b). Qualitative and quantitative explanations of sky-
light polarization have been applied to study atmospheric aerosol properties
for decades (Vermeulen et al., 2000; Li et al., 2006; Hasekamp and Landgraf,
2007; Li et al., 2009; Bayat et al., 2013; Arai, 2013). Skylight polarization
measurements can effectively improve retrievals of the fine mode size dis-
tribution, the real part of refractive index, and the sphericity parameter of
aerosol particles (Dubovik et al., 2006; Li et al., 2009). In addition, polariza-
tion data has high potential to derive more information about aerosol particle
shape and types (Emde et al., 2010; Nousiainen et al., 2011).
Several spaceborne and airborne polarization instruments have been de-
signed to detect atmospheric aerosol properties. For example, POLDER
(Polarization and Directionality of Earth’s Reflectances), APS (Aerosol Po-
larimetry Sensor, failed to launch), RSP (Research Scanning Polarimeter),
DPC (Directional Polarimetric Camera), 3MI (Multi-Viewing Multi-Channel
Multi-Polarization Imaging Mission), SGLI-VNR (Second Generation Global
Imager-Visible and Near Infrared Radiometer), and AMPR (the advanced
Atmosphere Multi-angle Polarization Radiometer) (Cairns et al., 1999; Deuze´
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et al., 2001; Peralta et al., 2007; Okamura et al., 2008; Gu et al., 2010; Song
et al., 2012; Marbach et al., 2013). Ground-based polarization instruments,
such as the polarized CIMEL sun/sky radiometer CE318-2 and the Polar-
ization Radiance Distribution Camera System RADS-IIP, avoid problems
with effects of surface background on polarization measurements and pro-
vide more polarization information about atmospheric particles (Voss and
Liu, 1997; Liu and Voss, 1997; Bayat et al., 2013).
The Dual-Polar sun/sky radiometer CE318-DP, manufactured by CIMEL1,
is a new generation of ground-based polarization instrument for atmospheric
aerosol remote sensing. It has been introduced into the AErosol RObotic
NETwork (AERONET) and the Sun/sky-radiometer Observation NETwork
(SONET) to provide long-term and continuous polarization observations for
aerosol characterization around the world and focus on China, respectively
(Holben et al., 1998; Li et al., 2015). By comparison with the previous ver-
sion, the polarized radiometer CE318-2 that measures sky polarization only
with one channel (i.e., at 870 nm wavelength), the new CE318-DP has en-
hanced capabilities of detecting linear polarization of skylight in an extended
spectrum with center wavelengths from 340 to 1640 nm (Li et al., 2015).
More information on aerosol properties is expected to be obtained from the
multi-wavelength skylight polarization measurements of the CE318-DP.
1.1 Motivation
The polarization state of light is commonly described by a Stokes vector con-
sisting of four parameters I, Q, U , and V (Horva´th and Varju´, 2004; Hovenier
et al., 2004; Bhandari et al., 2011). These Stokes parameters are defined with
reference to vectors parallel and perpendicular to a reference plane (Bhan-
dari et al., 2011). Among them, I is the total spectral radiance of light (i.e.,
the radiant energy confined in a given direction per unit time per unit wave-
length/frequency range per unit solid angle per unit area perpendicular to
the given direction) which can be decomposed into the components polarized
1CIMEL Electronique: 172 rue de Charonne 75011 Paris, France (www.cimel.fr)
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linearly in a reference plane and perpendicular to it (i.e., Il and Ir); Q and
U quantify the fraction of linear polarization parallel to the reference plane
and at 45 0 with respect to the reference plane, respectively; and V gives
the fraction of right-handed circular polarization (Horva´th and Varju´, 2004).
Considering that the contribution of V characterizing circular polarization is
negligible for the scattered skylight, the partially polarized skylight is pre-
dominantly linear polarized (Coulson, 1988; Tilstra et al., 2003). Then it can
be considered as a superposition of unpolarized light and linearly polarized
light and is usually described by the first three components of the Stokes
vector (i.e., I, Q, and U) (Horva´th and Varju´, 2004; Li et al., 2009). The
Degree of Linear Polarization (DoLP ) and the Angle of Polarization (AoP )
derived from the Stokes parameters I, Q, and U are also frequently used to
describe amount of linear polarization and orientation of polarization with
respect to the reference plane, separately.
Although the new generation CE318-DP detects linear polarization of
skylight in multi-channels, only the DoLP and the Stokes parameter I have
been obtained from its polarization measurements so far. Other Stokes pa-
rameters Q and U , as well as the AoP are currently not available. This is due
to the fact that, DoLP and I are constant with different reference planes,
but the value of Q, U , and AoP depend on reference plane and correspond-
ing reference coordinate system. For CE318-DP, the reference plane is not
fixed but is related to installation of the instrument. So, Q, U and AoP are
difficult to derive from the CE318-DP measurements. However, they contain
unique information on atmospheric aerosol particles. Calculation of these ad-
ditional parameters will bring many benefits to improve atmospheric aerosol
remote sensing:
First, the Stokes parameters Q and U contain valuable information not
only on intensity of the linearly polarization, but also on the polarization
orientation which is influenced by atmospheric aerosol particles. Simulation
results have shown that Q and U in both the solar principal plane (defined
as the plane containing both the directions of incident sunlight and the local
zenith) and the almucantar plane (contains directions with the same solar
zenith angle but varying azimuthal angles) are highly sensitive to aerosol
4
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particle size, shape, real part of complex refractive index (Li et al., 2013). The
strength variation values of Q and U at the peak positions in the principal
and almucantar planes could be utilized to obtain information on aerosol
properties and then help to identify aerosol types.
Second, when Q is known, the parallel and perpendicular polarized radi-
ances Il and Ir can be separated from the total radiance I (these quantities
are spectral which will be omitted in the following discussions). Unlike the
Stokes vector, Il and Ir are scalar parameters (He et al., 2014). Previous
study has shown that, the polarized portion of the Rayleigh scattering (i.e.,
elastic scattering of light by particles much smaller than the wavelength of the
radiation) is always polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane. How-
ever, the polarized component of the Mie scattering (i.e., the scattering of
light by a homogeneous sphere where the size of the scattering particles is
comparable to the wavelength of the light) from atmospheric particles can be
polarized either parallel or perpendicular to the scattering plane (Pust and
Shaw, 2008). Il and Ir depend on the properties of the scattering particle.
The unique features of them can be used for atmospheric aerosol remote sens-
ing. Thus, it is meaningful to calculate the Stokes parameter Q of skylight
and then to separate the parallel and perpendicular polarization components
from the total radiance.
Last but not least, the spatial distribution of the angle of linear polariza-
tion of skylight is also influenced by atmospheric particles. Although AoP
of electromagnetic radiation scattered by aerosol and cloud particles in hazy
or partly cloudy skies exhibits little change from the clear sky around the
viewing angles of maximum DoLP , AoP that depart from the clear sky have
also been measured in other viewing angles in the cases of hazy or cloudy
conditions (Horva´th and Varju´, 2004). Pust and Shaw (2008) have shown
that the AoP itself provides information about the droplet size distribution
of clouds. Simulation results have also shown that the angle of polarization
of skylight in the almucantar plane not only is sensitive to particle shape, real
and imaginary of parts of complex refractive index, but also has a feature
that is constant for different size of particles (see Fig. 5.9 in Chapter 5).
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In general, the polarization parameters Q, U , and AoP have significant
potential to gain detailed information on aerosol microphysical properties
and chemical compositions. The potential of these additional parameters
increases the value of measurements of the SONET, which has more than
half of its observation stations equipped with the new CE318-DP. Abundant
polarization raw data have been collected within the SONET to study prop-
erties of different types of aerosol particles in key areas of China. These new
polarization parameters obtained from the raw polarization measurements
will be beneficial for improving retrievals of aerosol properties and for under-
standing nonspherical aerosol particles according to the special sensitivities
of skylight polarization to particle shape. Meanwhile, they are also very
meaningful for validating polarization measurements and aerosol products of
spaceborne and airborne instruments (e.g., DPC, AMPR).
1.2 Objectives
In order to improve the understanding of aerosol properties based on skylight
polarization measured by the new CE318-DP, the objectives of this thesis are:
- to develop a method to derive the Stokes parameters Q, U , and the AoP
from ground-based CE318-DP measurements. Subsequently, the parallel and
perpendicular polarized radiances Il and Ir are obtained from the Stokes
parameter I. The linear depolarization ratio of skylight ρ are then derived
from Il and Ir. Thus, polarization parameters of skylight obtained from
CE318-DP measurements are enriched from the current DoLP and I to Q,
U , AoP , Il, Ir, and ρ.
- to enhance the data harvest of skylight polarization measurements by
extending the observations of CE318-DP from the current solar principal
plane geometry to the almucantar geometry considering that the Stokes pa-
rameter U and the angle of polarization contain less information in the solar
principal plane.
- to analyze the features of these polarization parameters (including I, Q,
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U , DoLP , AoP , Il, Ir, and ρ) influenced by different aerosol types based on
long-term observations in some key areas of China within the SONET.
1.3 Outline of this thesis
In response to the needs for obtaining more polarization parameters of sky-
light from the CE318-DP measurements and for improving aerosol remote
sensing according to the special sensitivities of skylight polarization to aerosol
properties, the main target of this study is introduction of a method to cal-
culate Q, U , AoP and to derive Il, Ir, as well as ρ from the CE318-DP
measurements. In addition to DoLP and I, these new obtained skylight po-
larization parameters affected by typical aerosol particles are analyzed based
on long-term observations in some key areas of China within the SONET.
The thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides the concepts of polarization parameters for describing
linearly polarized skylight and especially discusses the relationship between
AoP and the sign of Stokes parameters Q and U in detail. The scatter-
ing theory and some single scattering codes (e.g., Mie code, T -matrix code,
spheroids kernels) describing interactions of the polarized skylight with at-
mospheric particles, as well as some optical parameters describing the opti-
cal properties of particles are introduced. Furthermore, the vector radiative
transfer equation that describes radiative transfer of polarized light in the at-
mosphere is elaborated, and two representative radiative transfer models (i.e.,
SOS and SCIATRAN) are presented, which are later used to simulate the
multi-spectral multi-angle polarized skylight observed by the ground-based
CE318-DP and to simulate sensitivities of the observed polarized skylight to
different aerosol properties.
In Chapter 3, polarization measuring principles of the new generation
CE318-DP are introduced, which are based on a combination of different
polarizers and filters. Furthermore, the polarized observation geometry is
extended from the solar principal plane to the almucantar plane consider-
ing that some polarization parameters reveal enhanced sensitivities in the
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almucantar geometry. To calculate the Stokes parameters I, Q, and U from
three radiance measurements, absolute radiometric calibration coefficients
for the polarized channels need to be known. That is why the calibration
process is briefly introduced. The long-term sites of CE318-DP polarization
measurements within the SONET are listed in this chapter. Polarization
measurements for selected cases at representative sites will be analyzed.
Chapter 4 introduces the two reference planes and corresponding coor-
dinate systems in the instrument and sky frames related to the CE318-DP
polarization measurements. On this basis, a method to correct initial angle
of the instrumental reference plane, and to calculate the Stokes parameters
Q, U , and AoP is introduced. The results of skylight polarization parame-
ters in the solar principal plane and the almucantar geometries are discussed
in detail. For the polarized principal plane observations, five typical cases
influenced by different aerosol types (including a haze polluted urban case
at the “Beijing-RADI” site, a rural case at the “ZhangyeHH” site, a clean
continental case at the “Lhasa” site, a mineral dust case at the “Minqin” site,
and a maritime case at the “Zhoushan” site) are illustrated. Furthermore,
a heavy haze polluted and a clear sky conditions are analyzed based on the
new polarized almucantar observations at the “Beijing-RADI” site.
In Chapter 5, results of the Stokes parameters I, Q, U , the DoLP and
AoP calculated in this study are evaluated by comparing with the former
results of I and DoLP , with the results simulated by the Successive Order of
Scattering (SOS) vector radiative transfer model, and with synchronous mea-
surements of the advanced Atmosphere Multi-angle Polarization Radiome-
ter (AMPR). Among these polarization parameters, the algorithm to derive
Q and U from the CE318-DP measurements is a key result of this thesis.
Uncertainties in the derived polarization parameters Q and U are evaluated.
Chapter 6 contains the summary and outlook of this study.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical basis
2.1 Quantitative description of polarized sky-
light
2.1.1 Definitions of polarization parameters
Polarization of light can be described by different means (e.g., the polariza-
tion ellipse, the Poincare´ sphere, the Jones vector) (Bass et al., 1995; Liou,
2002). The most common way is the four-dimensional Stokes vector ~S in-
troduced by G. Stokes in 1852 (Goldstein, 2003; Horva´th and Varju´, 2004;
Wendisch and Yang, 2012):
~S 


F
Q
U
V

 12
c

κ



El  El   Er  Er
El  El  Er  Er
El  Er   Er  El
ipEl  Er  Er  El q

, (2.1)
where El and Er represent the electric field components of the scattered wave
parallel (l) and perpendicular (r) to the reference plane, respectively. By defi-
nition, all Stokes parameters have the unites of irradiance (i.e., radiant energy
confined in a given direction per unit time per unit area perpendicular to the
given direction, in units of W m2). F is a measure of the total irradiance of
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light. Q and U quantify the irradiance of parallel minus perpendicular com-
ponents and the irradiance in reference to a polarization plane that is tilted
by 450, respectively. They describe the linearly polarized radiation and
depend on the choice of reference plane. V describes the circularly polarized
irradiance. i  ?1. The superscript “” indicates complex conjugate. 
and κ are the electric permittivity and the magnetic permeability. The factor
p1{2qa{κ is constant and is usually omitted (Wendisch and Yang, 2012).
In this study, polarization of light is measured by the sun/sky radiome-
ter. From an observer’s point of view, radiometer measures the amount of
radiant energy dE, in a wavelength interval dλ, which is transported in a
time interval dt, through an element of surface area d2A, and in directions
confined to an element of solid angle d2Ω , having its axis perpendicular to
the surface elements cosθ. Then the Stokes vector can generally be denoted
by pI,Q, U, V qT with the units of radiance (W m2 nm1 sr1) (Liou, 2002;
Horva´th and Varju´, 2004; Hovenier et al., 2004).
Besides the Stokes vector, further polarization parameters are deduced
from the Stokes parameters to describe the polarization state of light:
The Degree of Polarization (DoP ) is given by
DoP 
a
Q2   U2   V 2
I
; 0 ¤ DoP ¤ 1. (2.2)
For completely polarized radiation, Q2   U2   V 2  I2, thus DoP  1; and
for unpolarized radiation, Q  U  V  0, thus DoP  0.
The Degree of Linear Polarization (DoLP ) is defined as
DoLP 
a
Q2   U2
I
; 0 ¤ DoLP ¤ 1. (2.3)
For the solar principal plane observations, the viewing direction is in the
principal plane. Then, the principal plane, the local meridian plane and the
scattering plane are same, see Fig. 2.1. The principal plane is commonly
chosen as reference. In this reference frame, U  0, and DoLP can also be
written as
DoLP  Q
I
. (2.4)
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the reference planes. XO indicates the solar inci-
dent direction; OH denotes the local zenith; and Y O is the viewing direc-
tion. The gray plane XOH is the solar principal plane which contains the
directions of the incident sunlight and the local zenith; the plane Y OH is
the local meridian plane which contains the viewing direction and the local
zenith; the plane XOY is the scattering plane which contains the direction
of the incident sunlight and the scattered light in the viewing direction.
The Degree of Circular Polarization (DoCP ) is defined as
DoCP  V
I
. (2.5)
The angle of polarization χ, also known as plane of polarization, the di-
rection of polarization, and the orientation angle (Voss and Liu, 1997; Tilstra
et al., 2003; Goldstein, 2003; Hovenier et al., 2004), indicates the angle be-
tween the plane of polarization and the plane of reference. It is calculated
as
tan2χ  U
Q
, (2.6)
then,
χ  1
2
arctan
U
Q
; 0 ¤ χ   pi. (2.7)
The ellipticity angle β is defined as
tan2β  Va
Q2   U2 ; pi{4 ¤ β ¤ pi{4. (2.8)
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With these polarization parameters, the Stokes vector is expressed as
~S 


I
Q
U
V

 I 


1
DoP  cos2β  cos2χ
DoP  cos2β  sin2χ
DoP  sin2β

. (2.9)
As discussed in Chapter 1, skylight polarization in the Earth’s atmosphere
is commonly described by the parameters related to linear polarization, in-
cluding the Stokes parameters I, Q, U , the degree of linear polarization, and
the angle of polarization. Among them, DoLP and I are independent of
the reference plane; while the value of the Stoke parameters Q, U , and AoP
change with the choice of different reference planes (Hovenier et al., 2004).
2.1.2 Angle of polarization and signs of Stokes param-
eters
According to Eq. (2.9), the Stokes parameters Q and U are associated with
the angle of polarization χ and the ellipticity angle β:
Q  I DoP  cos2β  cos2χ, (2.10)
U  I DoP  cos2β  sin2χ, (2.11)
where 0 ¤ χ   pi and pi{4 ¤ β ¤ pi{4. Since |β| ¤ pi{4, cos2β ¥ 0, and we
also have DoP ¥ 0, then
Sign of pcos2χq  Sign of Q. (2.12)
Therefore, from different values of χ differing by pi{2 those satisfying both
Eq.(2.7) and Eq.(2.12) are chosen (Hovenier et al., 2004). The relationship
between the angle of polarization and signs of the Stokes parameters Q and
U are listed in Tab. 2.1 and illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
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Table 2.1: Ranges of the angle of polarization χ determined by signs of Q
and U for the linearly polarized light.
V  0 Q ¡ 0 Q  0 Q   0
U ¡ 0
tan2χ ¡ 0,
cos2χ ¡ 0,
0   χ   pi{4
tan2χ not exist,
cos2χ  0,
χ  pi{4
tan2χ   0,
cos2χ   0,
pi{4   χ   pi{2
U  0
tan2χ  0,
cos2χ ¡ 0 ,
χ  0
tan2χ not exist,
cos2χ  0,
χ uncertain
tan2χ  0,
cos2χ   0,
χ  pi{2
U   0
tan2χ   0,
cos2χ ¡ 0,
3pi{4   χ   pi
tan2χ not exist,
cos2χ  0,
χ  3pi{4
tan2χ ¡ 0,
cos2χ   0,
pi{2   χ   3pi{4
Figure 2.2: Relation between the angle of polarization and signs of Stokes
parameters Q and U .
2.1.3 Perpendicular and parallel polarized radiances
The Stokes parameters I and Q are commonly expressed by the polarized
components parallel and perpendicular to the reference plane (Liou, 2002):
I  Il   Ir, (2.13)
Q  Il  Ir. (2.14)
As discussed in Chapter 1, the total radiance of skylight can be regarded
as a combination of the unpolarized radiance Iunp and the linearly polarized
13
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radiance Ilin (omitting the circularly polarization). That is,
I  Iunp   Ilin. (2.15)
The parallel and perpendicular polarized radiances are written as
Il  pI  Qq{2  Il,unp   Il,lin, (2.16)
Ir  pI Qq{2  Ir,unp   Ir,lin, (2.17)
where Il,unp and Ir,unp denote the parallel and perpendicular components
of the unpolarized radiance; while Il,lin and Ir,lin represent the parallel and
perpendicular components of the linearly polarized radiance, respectively.
Past research has shown that, unlike the polarized portion of the Rayleigh
scattering, which is polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane, the po-
larized components of the Mie scattering from atmospheric aerosol particles
can be polarized either parallel or perpendicular to the scattering plane, see
Chapter 1 (Pust and Shaw, 2008). Il and Ir provide measurements highly
sensitive to aerosol properties. Compared with the total radiance I, they
have an enhanced potential for atmospheric aerosol remote sensing.
With the parallel and perpendicular polarized radiances, the linear depo-
larization ratio ρ is derived by
ρ  Ir
Il
 I Q
I  Q. (2.18)
There have been numerous studies on depolarization of linearly polarized
light in the backscattering direction (i.e., at the scattering angle of 180 0) for
Lidar measurements. However, research on depolarization properties of the
scattered light at other scattering angles have not extensively been studied in
the past although they offer new prospectives for understanding atmospheric
aerosol particles (Sun et al., 2012, 2013). For aerosol particles with different
shape and size, the depolarization ratios of scattered light reveal different
features at different scattering angles (Sun et al., 2013). The depolariza-
tion ratio derived from the sun/sky radiometer measurements will also be
discussed in the following chapters.
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2.2 Interaction of polarized light with atmo-
spheric particles
2.2.1 Scattering theory
Polarization of light is caused by interactions (including scattering and ab-
sorption processes) with optical elements (e.g., polarizer, retarder, reflector,
and scatterer) (Kokhanovsky, 2003). Air molecules, aerosol particles, and
cloud droplets in the atmosphere all can be considered as optical elements.
The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with a single particle is described
by the following equation (Wendisch and Yang, 2012):
~E 1  e
ikR ikz
ikR
Apϑq  ~E (2.19)
where ~E is the electric field vector of the incident electromagnetic wave and
~E 1 is the electric field vector of the wave after the interaction. Apϑq is
the complex scattering matrix (also called the complex amplitude scattering
matrix). k  2pi{λ is wavenumber. λ is wavelength. z is the coordinate
in the direction of the incoming wave. R is the radial distance from the
scattering particle. ϑ is scattering angle that is defined as the angle between
the incident and scattering directions. It is calculated by
cosϑ  sinθ  sinθ1  cospϕ ϕ1q   cosθ  cosθ1, (2.20)
where θ and ϕ are the zenith and azimuthal angls of the incident light; while
θ1 and ϕ1 are the zenith and azimuthal angles of the scattered light.
All information on single scattering properties of the particle are included
in the complex scattering matrix Apϑq (Wendisch and Yang, 2012). The
main task of scattering theory is to find elements of Apϑq for particles with
different microphysical properties and chemical compositions.
For a nonspherical particle, the complex scattering matrix Apϑq has four
nonzero elements. That is,
Apϑq 

A11pϑq A12pϑq
A21pϑq A22pϑq
ﬀ
. (2.21)
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For a sphere, the elements A12  A21  0, then
Apϑq 

A11pϑq 0
0 A22pϑq
ﬀ
. (2.22)
The nonzero elements of Apϑq are commonly obtained by solving Maxwell’s
equations when the radius r, the complex refractive index m, and shape of
the particle are known (Zdunkowski et al., 2007).
Elements of the complex scattering matrix Apϑq are complex scattering
amplitudes, which are difficult to measure. Instead of using complex quanti-
ties, a 4 4 real scattering matrix Fpϑq (also called Mueller matrix) alterna-
tively describes the relation between “incident” (before interaction with the
optical element) and “scattered” (after interaction with the optical element)
Stokes vectors. Likewise, interaction of light of arbitrary polarization and a
single particle is described by the Stokes vectors and the scattering matrix
as follow:
~S 1  1
k2R2
 Fpϑq  ~S, (2.23)
where ~S is the Stokes vector of the incident light, and ~S 1 is the Stokes vector
of the light after the interaction event. Fpϑq is the scattering matrix, which is
defined with respect to the scattering plane that holds directions of incident
and scattering light (Kokhanovsky, 2006; Wendisch and Yang, 2012).
For a nonspherical particle, the scattering matrix Fpϑq has 16 nonzero
elements (omitting the argument ϑ). That is
Fpϑq 


F11 F12 F13 F14
F21 F22 F23 F24
F31 F32 F33 F34
F41 F42 F43 F44
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ . (2.24)
For randomly-oriented nonspherical particle with a plane of symmetry,
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the scattering matrix Fpϑq has the following 6 nonzero elements:
Fpϑq 


F11 F12 0 0
F12 F22 0 0
0 0 F33 F34
0 0 F34 F44
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ . (2.25)
For a homogeneous or radially inhomogeneous spherical particle (as par-
ticle of higher symmetry), F11  F22, and F33  F44. Then the scattering
matrix Fpϑq has only 4 nonzero elements:
Fpϑq 


F11 F12 0 0
F12 F11 0 0
0 0 F33 F34
0 0 F34 F33
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ . (2.26)
The nonzero elements of the scattering matrix Fpϑq are determined by
the complex scattering matrix Apϑq (De Rooij and Van der Stap, 1984):
F11  F22  1
2
pA11  A11   A22  A22q, (2.27)
F33  F44  1
2
pA11  A22   A22  A11q, (2.28)
F12  1
2
pA11  A11  A22  A22q, (2.29)
F34  i
2
pA11  A22  A22  A11q, (2.30)
where A11 and A22 are complex scattering amplitudes in complex scattering
matrix.
Then, polarization of the scattered light can be expressed as:
(A) for Rayleigh scattering by a very small spherical particle (such as
visible light scattered by air molecules in the atmosphere):
As an approximation of spherical particle scattering, the Rayleigh scat-
tering matrix for the spherical particle with particle size much smaller than
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the incident wavelength is given by (Wendisch and Yang, 2012)
FRaylpϑq α6 
m2  1m2   2

2



 p1  cos2 ϑq{2 p1 cos2 ϑq{2 0 0
p1 cos2 ϑq{2  p1  cos2 ϑq{2 0 0
0 0 cos ϑ 0
0 0 0 cos ϑ
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ ,
(2.31)
where α  2pi r{λ indicates the size parameter; the complex refractive index
m  mr   i mi, and mr is the real part and mi is the imaginary part.
If the incident radiation is unpolarized, we have


I 1
Q1
U 1
V 1

α6 
m2  1m2   2

2



 p1  cos2 ϑq{2 p1 cos2 ϑq{2 0 0
p1 cos2 ϑq{2  p1  cos2 ϑq{2 0 0
0 0 cos ϑ 0
0 0 0 cos ϑ
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ


I
0
0
0

,
(2.32)
then,
DoLP  1 cos
2 ϑ
1  cos2 ϑ, (2.33)
I 1r 
1
2
α6 
m2  1m2   2

2
 I, (2.34)
I 1l 
1
2
α6 
m2  1m2   2

2
 cos2 ϑ  I. (2.35)
The perpendicular polarized radiance for Rayleigh scattered light I 1r is con-
stant for different scattering angles; while the parallel polarized radiance I 1l is
a function of the scattering angle ϑ and 0 ¤ I 1l ¤ I 1r. There are three possible
situations:
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i) in the forward and backward direction (ϑ  0 0 or 180 0), I 1l  I 1r, the
scattered light is unpolarized;
ii) in the direction normal to the scattering plane (ϑ  90 0), I 1l  0, the
scattered light is perpendicular polarized;
iii) in other scattering directions, I 1l   I 1r, the scattered light is partially
polarized. In this situation:
I 1  I 1unp   I 1lin  I 1l,unp   I 1r,unp   I 1l,lin   I 1r,lin, (2.36)
where
I 1unp  I 1l,unp   I 1r,unp  I  p1DoLP q  cos2 ϑ  I, (2.37)
and
I 1l,unp  I 1r,unp. (2.38)
Then,
I 1l,unp  I 1r,unp  pcos2 ϑ{2q  I, (2.39)
and we can get
I 1r,lin  I 1r  I 1r,unp  p1 cos2 ϑq{2  I, (2.40)
I 1l,lin  I 1l  I 1l,unp  0. (2.41)
In other words, the polarized portion of the Rayleigh scattered components is
always polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane (Pomozi et al., 2001;
Pust and Shaw, 2008).
If the incident radiation is perpendicular linearly polarized, we have

I 1
Q1
U 1
V 1

α6 
m2  1m2   2

2



 p1  cos2 ϑq{2 p1 cos2 ϑq{2 0 0
p1 cos2 ϑq{2  p1  cos2 ϑq{2 0 0
0 0 cos ϑ 0
0 0 0 cos ϑ
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ


I
I
0
0

,
(2.42)
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then,
DoLP  1, (2.43)
I 1r  α6 
m2  1m2   2

2
 I, (2.44)
I 1l  0. (2.45)
Rayleigh scattering does not change the polarization state. The scattered
light is also linearly polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane.
If the incident radiation is parallel linearly polarized, we have


I 1
Q1
U 1
V 1

α6 
m2  1m2   2

2



 p1  cos2 ϑq{2 p1 cos2 ϑq{2 0 0
p1 cos2 ϑq{2  p1  cos2 ϑq{2 0 0
0 0 cos ϑ 0
0 0 0 cos ϑ
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ


I
I
0
0

,
(2.46)
then,
DoLP  1, (2.47)
I 1r  0, (2.48)
I 1l  α6 
m2  1m2   2

2
 cos2 ϑ  I. (2.49)
Rayleigh scattering does not change the polarization state in this case. The
scattered light is linearly polarized parallel to the scattering plane.
(B) for spherical particle scattering (such as visible light scattered by the
spherical aerosol and cloud particles in the atmosphere):
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If the incident radiation is unpolarized, we have

I 1
Q1
U 1
V 1

 1k2R2 


F11 F12 0 0
F12 F11 0 0
0 0 F33 F34
0 0 F34 F33
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ


I
0
0
0

, (2.50)
then,
DoLP  F12
F11
, (2.51)
I 1r 
F11  F12
2k2R2
 I, (2.52)
I 1l 
F11   F12
2k2R2
 I. (2.53)
The scattered light is partly polarized light, containing both perpendicular
and parallel polarized components. The perpendicular polarized radiance I 1r
could be either larger or less than the parallel polarized radiance I 1l , depend-
ing upon the particle properties and the scattering angles.
If the incident radiation is perpendicular linearly polarized , we have

I 1
Q1
U 1
V 1

 1k2R2 


F11 F12 0 0
F12 F11 0 0
0 0 F33 F34
0 0 F34 F33
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ


I
I
0
0

, (2.54)
then,
DoLP  1, (2.55)
I 1r 
F11  F12
k2R2
 I, (2.56)
I 1l  0. (2.57)
If the incident radiation is parallel linearly polarized , we have

I 1
Q1
U 1
V 1

 1k2R2 


F11 F12 0 0
F12 F11 0 0
0 0 F33 F34
0 0 F34 F33
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ


I
I
0
0

, (2.58)
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then,
DoLP  1, (2.59)
I 1r  0, (2.60)
I 1l 
F11   F12
k2R2
 I. (2.61)
The light scattered by a spherical particle does not change the polarization
state when the incident radiation is linearly polarized (either perpendicu-
lar or parallel). In these two situations, the scattered light is also linearly
polarized and has the same polarization direction as the incident light (i.e.,
perpendicular or parallel to the scattering plane) (Kobayashi et al., 2014).
(C) for nonspherical particle scattering (such as visible light scattered by
the randomly-oriented nonspherical aerosol or cloud particles with a plane of
symmetry in the atmosphere):
If the incident radiation is unpolarized, we have

I 1
Q1
U 1
V 1

 1k2R2 


F11 F12 0 0
F12 F22 0 0
0 0 F33 F34
0 0 F34 F44
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ


I
0
0
0

, (2.62)
then,
DoLP  F12
F11
, (2.63)
I 1r 
F11  F12
2k2R2
 I, (2.64)
I 1l 
F11   F12
2k2R2
 I. (2.65)
The DoLP , I 1r, and I
1
l for nonspherical particle scattering with unpolarized
incident radiation are described by the same expressions as those of spherical
particles. However, the elements F11 and F12 are different between these two
cases. The light scattered by nonspherical particle is partly polarized, con-
taining both perpendicular and parallel polarized components. The relative
values of I 1r and I
1
l also depend on different particle properties and scattering
angles.
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If the incident radiation is perpendicular linearly polarized, we have

I 1
Q1
U 1
V 1

 1k2R2 


F11 F12 0 0
F12 F22 0 0
0 0 F33 F34
0 0 F34 F44
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ


I
I
0
0

, (2.66)
then,
DoLP  F22  F12
F11  F12 , (2.67)
I 1r 
F11  2F12   F22
2k2R2
 I, (2.68)
I 1l 
F11  F22
2k2R2
 I. (2.69)
If the incident radiation is parallel linearly polarized, we have

I 1
Q1
U 1
V 1

 1k2R2 


F11 F12 0 0
F12 F22 0 0
0 0 F33 F34
0 0 F34 F44
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ


I
I
0
0

, (2.70)
then,
DoLP  F22   F12
F11   F12 , (2.71)
I 1r 
F11  F22
2k2R2
 I, (2.72)
I 1l 
F11   2F12   F22
2k2R2
 I. (2.73)
Unlike spherical particles, nonspherical particles scatter linearly polarized
(either perpendicular or parallel) incident radiation and generate partly po-
larized scattered light, resulting in a decrease in the incident polarization
and an increase in polarization perpendicular to the original polarization
(Kobayashi et al., 2014).
As a special case, when considering only the total radiance of the scattered
light, we have the expression similar to Eq. (2.23) (Wendisch and Yang, 2012):
I 1  1
k2R2
 fpϑq  I, (2.74)
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where fpϑq  F11pϑq is the scattering function (i.e., the first element of the
scattering matrix, dimensionless). It describes the angular distribution of
scattered EM radiation in scalar radiative transfer equation with unpolarized
incident light.
2.2.2 Single scattering codes
The scattering matrix Fpϑq or the scattering function fpϑq are obtain from
single scattering calculations by a number of scattering codes. In this thesis,
a Mie code and a T -matrix code 1 are employed to calculate the single scat-
tering properties of spheres and nonspherical particles. The Mie code is used
to compute far-field light scattering by polydisperse homogeneous spherical
particles using the Lorenz-Mie theory, while the T -matrix code is applied in
calculation of light scattering by polydisperse, randomly oriented particles
of identical axially symmetric shape, for example, spheroids, finite circu-
lar cylinders, and even-order Chebyshev particles (Mishchenko and Travis,
1998).
Previous studies have shown that the scattering matrix or scattering func-
tion of natural nonspherical aerosol particles, such as mineral dust, can be
adequately modeled by using a shape distribution of spheroids although natu-
ral dust particles are more complex, not perfect spheroids (Nousiainen et al.,
2011; Sun et al., 2012). Thus, only spheroids with different aspect ratios
(i.e., the ratios of the horizontal to rotational axes) are considered in single
scattering calculation in this study.
To calculate scattering by randomly oriented spheroids with different size
and shape distributions, a software package has been employed, integrating
spheroid kernel look-up tables simulated for 25 shape bins of the spheroid
aspect ratios ranging from  0.3 to  3.0 and for 22 logarithmically equidis-
tant bins in the range of sizes from 0.05 to 15 µm (Dubovik et al., 2006).
Compared with the Mie and the T -matrix codes, it makes simulation of mix-
ture of spheroids more fast and flexible, especially for the mixture of different
1See http://www.giss.nasa.gov/staff/mmishchenko/t matrix.html, accessed April 2012.
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particle shapes.
The microphysical parameters of aerosol particles (including the particle
radius, size distribution, real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive
index for specific wavelength, as well as shape parameters and shape distribu-
tions for nonspherical particles) constitute the input of the single scattering
codes. After scattering calculation, the optical parameters (containing the
extinction, scattering, and absorption cross sections Cext, Csca, and Cabs, the
single scattering albedo $, the elements of scattering matrix, the expansion
coefficients of the elements of the scattering matrix, and asymmetry factor
g) are obtained, see Fig. 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Input microphysical parameters and output optical parameters
of the single scattering calculation.
To further compute the Stokes vector of the scattered electromagnetic
wave in radiative transfer model involving multiple scattering, the follow-
ing quantities need to be calculated: the Stokes vector of the incident light
with respect to the scattering plane; the product of the Stokes vector of the
incident radiation and the scattering matrix, from which the Stokes vector
of the scattered light with respect to the scattering plane is obtained; and
the Stokes vector of the scattered light with respect to its meridian plane
through transforming from scattering matrix to phase matrix (Mishchenko
et al., 2002).
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2.2.3 Optical parameters
The optical properties of particles which interact with incident light are de-
scribed by the following optical parameters:
(A) optical depth
The optical cross sections (including extinction, scattering, and absorp-
tion cross sections) are measurements of how effective an individual particle
interacts with incident EM radiation in extinction, scattering and absorption
processes, respectively. They are given by (De Rooij and Van der Stap, 1984;
Wendisch and Yang, 2012)
Cext  φext
Finc
, Csca  φsca
Finc
, Cabs  φabs
Finc
, (2.75)
where Cext  Csca   Cabs. Cext, Csca, and Cabs are extinction, scattering and
absorption cross sections (in units of m2). φext, φsca, and φabs are extinction,
scattering, and absorption radiant energy fluxes (in units of W). Finc is the
incident radiant flux density or irradiance (in units of W m2). With the
definition of scattering function fpϑq in Subsection 2.2.1, the scattering cross
section Csca is expressed as (Wendisch and Yang, 2012):
Csca  1
k2
¼
4pi
fpϑq d2Ω , (2.76)
where the differential solid angle d2Ω  sinθ dθ dϕ. θ and ϕ are the zenith
and azimuthal angles, respectively.
When normalizing the optical cross sections with the geometric cross
section of particle, the efficiency factors are obtained:
Qext  Cext
Aproj
, Qsca  Csca
Aproj
, Qabs  Cabs
Aproj
, (2.77)
where Qext, Qsca, and Qabs are extinction, scattering and absorption efficiency
factors (dimensionless). Aproj is the geometric cross section of the particle
projected onto a plane perpendicular to the incident direction with Aproj 
pi  r2 for spherical particles (Wendisch and Yang, 2012).
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If an ensemble of particles with different size, chemical compositions and
shapes is contained within a volume (that is defined such that no multi-
ple interactions between the EM radiation and particles occurs), the volu-
metric extinction, scattering, and absorption coefficients are derived by size
distribution-weighted averaging of the single scattering optical properties of
individual particles. They are calculated by (Wendisch and Yang, 2012)
xbextpλqy 
» 8
0
Cextpλ, r1q  dN
d lnr
pr1qd lnr1, (2.78)
xbscapλqy 
» 8
0
Cscapλ, r1q  dN
d lnr
pr1qd lnr1, (2.79)
xbabspλqy  xbexty  xbscay 
» 8
0
Cabspλ, r1q  dN
d lnr
pr1qd lnr1, (2.80)
where bext, bsca, and babs are extinction, scattering, and absorption coefficients
( in units of m1 ). The symbol x...y denotes the volumetric optical properties
averaging over individual particles. dN{d lnr is the number size distribution
of particles with N representing particle number and r indicating particle
radius. Considering that the optical effects of atmospheric aerosol particles
are more closely related to their volume than their number, the particle
size distribution is more conveniently described as volume size distribution
dV {d lnr (Schuster et al., 2006). It relates to the distribution of particle
number as
dNprq
d lnr
 3
4pir3
dV prq
d lnr
. (2.81)
The optical depth, also called the optical thickness, is defined as the
integrated extinction coefficient over a vertical column of unit cross section.
That is,
τpλ, zq 
» 8
z
xbextpλ, z1qy dz1, (2.82)
where τ is a function of altitude (dimensionless). z indicates altitude above
ground. At the TOA, z Ñ 8, and τ Ñ 0 (Wendisch and Yang, 2012).
For atmospheric aerosol particles, the bimodal lognormal distribution is
usually employed to approximately describe real polydisperse aerosol particle
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size distribution (Schuster et al., 2006; Dubovik et al., 2006; Li et al., 2006).
That is,
dV prq
d lnr

2¸
i1
CV,i?
2piσi
exprplnr  lnrV,iq
2
2σ2i
s, (2.83)
where CV,i represents the particle volume concentration; rV,i is the volume
median radius; and σi denotes the standard deviation. These parameters
are retrieved by the AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET) for total,
fine, and coarse aerosol modes, separately. The AERONET retrievals also
provide discrete volume size distribution in 22 logarithmically equidistant
bins in the range of particle sizes 0.05 µm ¤ r ¤ 15 µm. That matches with
input of the spheroid kernels software package, see Subsection 2.2.2.
(B) single scattering albedo
The Single Scattering Albedo (SSA) quantifies the percentage of light
being scattered. It represents the ratio of the scattering and extinction cross
sections, the ratio of the scattering and extinction efficiency factors, or the
ratio of scattering and extinction coefficients, that is
$  Csca
Cext
 Qsca
Qext
 xbscayxbexty , 0 ¤ $ ¤ 1. (2.84)
The SSA relates to imaginary part of the complex refractive index and
indicates the strength of absorption for aerosol particles. The stronger the
absorption, the smaller $ and the larger the imaginary part of refractive in-
dex and vice versa. In the extreme case of total scattering and no absorption,
$  1; while in the other extreme case of total absorption with no scattering,
$  0 (Wendisch and Yang, 2012).
(C) phase matrix and asymmetry factor
The normalized form of the scattering matrix Fnorpϑq (also called the
scattering phase matrix) is commonly adopted in literatures (Liou, 2002;
Wendisch and Yang, 2012), with the first element satisfying the following
normalization condition:
1
4pi
¼
4pi
F nor11 pϑq d2Ω  1. (2.85)
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According to Eqs. (2.76) and (2.85), we obtain
F nor11 pϑq 
4pi
k2  Csca  fpϑq. (2.86)
Similarly, we have
Fnorpϑq  4pi
k2  Csca  Fpϑq, (2.87)
along with Eq. ( 2.23),
~S 1  Csca
4piR2
 Fnorpϑq  ~S . (2.88)
As discussed in Subsection 2.2.1, the scattering matrix is defined with re-
spect to the scattering plane. This plane transforms for different scattering
events. Thus, the corresponding coordinate systems describing the incident
and the scattered light are also not fixed. In order to represent interactions
of light and particles in a uniform reference coordinate system, the scat-
tering matrix should be transformed into the phase matrix that is defined
relative to the local meridian plane. For a macroscopically isotropic and
mirror-symmetric scattering medium, the phase matrix Ppϑq is calculated
from the scattering matrix as (Hovenier and van der Mee, 1988; Liou, 2002;
Mishchenko et al., 2002):
Ppϑq  Ppµ, ϕ;µ1, ϕ1q  Lppi  σ2qFnorpϑqLpσ1q. (2.89)
Lpσq is a 4 4 rotation matrix, that is given by
Lpσq 


1 0 0 0
0 cos2σ sin2σ 0
0 sin2σ cos2σ 0
0 0 0 1
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ , (2.90)
where the argument σ  pi  σ2 or σ  σ1. The rotation angle σ1 is the
angle between the scattering and the meridian planes containing the incident
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light pθ, ϕq; while the rotation angle σ2 is the angle between the scattering
and the meridian planes containing the scattered light pθ1, ϕ1q. µ  cosθ, and
µ1  cosθ1. ϑ is the scattering angle defined above. For randomly-oriented
nonspherical particle with a plane of symmetry, the phase matrix is given by
P 


P11 P12 P13 P14
P21 P22 P23 P24
P31 P32 P33 P34
P41 P42 P43 P44
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ



1 0 0 0
0 X2 S2 0
0 S2 X2 0
0 0 0 1
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ 


F nor11 F
nor
12 0 0
F nor12 F
nor
22 0 0
0 0 F nor33 F
nor
34
0 0 F nor34 F nor44
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ 


1 0 0 0
0 X1 S1 0
0 S1 X1 0
0 0 0 1
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ



F nor11 F
nor
12 X1 F nor12 S1 0
F nor12 X2 X2F
nor
22 X1  S2F nor33 S1 X2F nor22 S1  S2F nor33 X1 F nor34 S2
F nor12 S2 S2F
nor
22 X1  X2F nor33 S1 S2F nor22 S1  X2F nor33 X1 F nor34 X2
0 F nor34 S1 F nor34 X1 F nor44
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ ,
(2.91)
where X1  cos2σ1, X2  cos2σ2, S1  sin2σ1, and S2  sin2σ2.
Like the scattering function, ppϑq  P11pϑq is the phase function in scalar
radiative transfer equation, also satisfying the following normalization con-
dition:
1
4pi
¼
4pi
ppϑq d2Ω  1
4pi
¼
4pi
F nor11 pϑq d2Ω  1. (2.92)
The asymmetry factor g is an approximate measure of angular distribu-
tion of the radiation scattered by an individual particle. It is defined as
g  1
4pi
¼
4pi
ppϑq  cosϑ d2Ω . (2.93)
g is positive for particles which scatter predominantly in the forward di-
rection; negative for backscattering particles; and zero for symmetric phase
functions with pppi  ϑq  ppϑq (Wendisch and Yang, 2012).
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2.3 Radiative transfer of polarized light in
the atmosphere
2.3.1 Theory of polarized radiative transfer
Light propagating in the atmosphere is discussed in this section. The atmo-
sphere can be considered as an absorbing, emitting, and scattering medium.
Interaction of light with a disperse medium of an arbitrary thickness is
described in the framework of the radiative transfer theory (Liou, 2002;
Kokhanovsky, 2003; Wendisch and Yang, 2012). If only the scalar radiance
of the light is considered, radiative transfer in plane-parallel random media
is described by the scalar radiative transfer theory. The radiance I of the
light changes with propagating distance in disperse media. Variation of the
radiance dI is given by the scalar radiative transfer equation (Wendisch and
Yang, 2012):
µ
dIλpτ, µ, ϕq
dτ
 Iλpτ, µ, ϕq
$ 
» 2pi
0
» 1
1
ppµ1, ϕ1;µ, ϕq
4pi
 Iλpτ, µ1, ϕ1qdµ1dϕ1
$  ppµ0, ϕ0;µ, ϕq
4pi
 F0,λ  exppτ{µ0q
 p1$q BλpT q,
(2.94)
where $ is the single scattering albedo; τ is the optical depth; and p is
the phase function, see Subsetion 2.2.3,. λ represents the wavelength, which
indicates that the corresponding variables being spectral measurements. µ 
cosθ, θ is the zenith angle, and ϕ is the azimuthal angle. (θ, ϕ) indicates
the direction of the outcoming radiation; µ1  cosθ1, and (θ1, ϕ1) denotes
the direction of the incoming radiation; µ0  cosθ0, and pθ0, ϕ0q indicates
the direction of the incident solar beam. The coordinate system is defined
that τ increases downward and µ is negative for downward direction. F0 is
the unpolarized solar flux density or irradiance at the TOA. BλpT q is the
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Planck’s function. That is given by
BλpT q  2h  c
2  λ5
exprh  c{pkB  λ  T qs  1 , (2.95)
where h  6.6262  1034 J s is the Planck’s constant; kB  1.3805 
1023 J K1 is the Boltzmann’s constant; and c  2.997925  108 m s1 is
the speed of light in a vacuum. λ is wavelength. T is absolute temperature.
Taking the polarization characteristics of light into account, scalar radia-
tive transfer equation should be extended to vector radiative transfer equa-
tion. Then, the scalar raidance I is substituted by the Stokes vector ~S, and
the phase function p is replaced by the phase matrix P. The plane-parallel
vector radiative transfer equation for randomly-oriented particles is written
as (Evans and Stephens, 1991; Liou, 2002; Kokhanovsky, 2003)
µ
d~Sλpτ, µ, ϕq
dτ
 ~Sλpτ, µ, ϕq
$ 
» 2pi
0
» 1
1
Ppµ1, ϕ1;µ, ϕq
4pi
 ~Sλpτ, µ1, ϕ1qdµ1dϕ1
$  Ppµ0, ϕ0;µ, ϕq
4pi
 ~S0,λ  exppτ{µ0q
 p1$q  ~BλpT q,
(2.96)
where ~S  pI,Q, U, V qT is the diffuse radiance field expressed as a Stokes
vector. ~S0  pF0, 0, 0, 0qT indicates the solar irradiance Stokes vector, and
F0 is the extraterrestrial solar flux density in the scalar equation. The
downward solar radiation ~S0 is regarded unpolarized at the TOA. ~BpT q 
rBpT q, 0, 0, 0sT is the thermal emission Stokes vector, and BpT q also de-
notes the Planck’s function in the scalar equation. P is the phase matrix to
which the following processes contribute: Rayleigh scattering of very small air
molecules, spherical particle scattering of atmospheric aerosol and/or cloud
particles (e.g., soot, sulfate, sea-salt, and water droplet), nonspherical par-
ticle scattering of atmospheric aerosol and/or cloud particles (e.g., dust and
ice crystal), and multiple scattering.
Fig. 2.4 illustrates the scattering contributors from scattering path to
the ground-based polarimetric radiometer measurements in a clear, cloudless
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Figure 2.4: Simplified schematic diagram of scattering contributors to the
ground-based polarimetric radiometer measurements in a clear, cloudless sky.
The plane of the paper is the scattering plane. Redrawn according to Pust
and Shaw (2008) with modification.
sky. The direct incident sunlight at the TOA is assumed unpolarized. The
polarimetric radiometer on the ground measures the scattered light after a
range of interactions of the incident unpolarized light with atmospheric parti-
cles (i.e., air molecules, spherical/nonspherical aerosol particles). According
to Fig. 2.4 and Subsection 2.2.1, contributors on the scattering path, includ-
ing Rayleigh scattering, spherical or nonspherical particle single scattering,
and multiple scattering, may contribute to the polarization measurements as
follow:
First, Rayleigh scattering of the air molecules introduces partly polarized
light into the path (denoted A in Fig. 2.4). The scattered light contains a
unpolarized component and a polarized component which is always perpen-
dicular to the scattering plane, see Subsection 2.2.1.
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Second, single scattering of the spherical or nonspherical aerosol particles
occurs in the scattering path (denoted B in Fig. 2.4). The incident light can
be unpolarized (i.e., the direct sunlight or the Rayleigh unpolarized com-
ponent) or the perpendicular linearly polarized (i.e., the Rayleigh polarized
component). For unpolarized incident light, scattering by spherical or non-
spherical particles generate partly polarized light, and the polarized portions
contain both the perpendicular and parallel polarized components. For per-
pendicular linearly polarized incident light, the spherical particle scattering
does not change the polarization state. The scattered light is still perpendic-
ular linearly polarized light with the same degree of linear polarization and
angle of polarization as the incident light. However, the nonspherical parti-
cle scattering in this situation changes the polarization state, resulting in a
decrease in the incident polarization and an increase in polarization perpen-
dicular to the incident polarization. The scattered light is partly polarized
light, see Subsection 2.2.1.
Finally, the multiple scattering among aerosol particles and air molecules
contributes to the polarized measurements (denoted C in Fig. 2.4). Regard-
ing each single scattering process, the incident light could be unpolarized,
perpendicular polarized, or parallel polarized. For unpolarized incident light,
scattering by air molecules, spherical or nonspherical aerosol particles gener-
ate partially polarized light. The polarized component of the partially polar-
ized scattered light is only perpendicular polarized for air molecules, whereas
it could be either perpendicular or parallel polarized at different scattering
angles for spherical or nonspherical aerosol particles. For perpendicular or
parallel linearly polarized incident light, the air molecular Rayleigh scatter-
ing and the spherical particle scattering do not change the polarization state.
The scattered light is still perpendicular or parallel linearly polarized light.
However, the nonspherical particle scattering may change the polarization
state. The scattered light becomes partially polarized, see Subsection 2.2.1.
Although the processes of multiple scattering are complicated, the combined
effects depolarize the light. That also means a decrease in the original inci-
dent polarized component, an increase in polarized component perpendicular
to the original polarization, and reduction in the degree of linear polarization.
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As a result, the polarization state of skylight measured by ground-based
instruments could be unpolarized, polarized perpendicular or parallel to the
scattering plane in the following situations, depending upon the relative mag-
nitudes of each unpolarized and polarized components in the processes dis-
cussed above(Pust and Shaw, 2008):
i) in clear sky conditions, polarization of skylight is dominated by the
Rayleigh scattering (Ir,Ray ¡ Il,Ray, where Ir,Ray and Il,Ray are the components
of radiance of the Rayleigh scattered light perpendicular and parallel to the
scattering plane). The polarized component of the Rayleigh scattering is
perpendicular to the scattering plane. Then, AoP  90 0.
ii) if the polarized component of the spherical or nonspherical aerosol par-
ticle scattering is perpendicular to the scattering plane (Ir,aer ¡ Il,aer, where
Ir,aer and Il,aer are the components of radiance of the aerosol scattered light
perpendicular and parallel to the scattering plane), along with the Rayleigh
scattering (Ir,Ray ¡ Il,Ray), the combined polarized components will still be
oriented perpendicular to the scattering plane, and the AoP will be the same
as the clear-sky AoP (i.e., AoP  90 0).
iii) if the polarized component of the spherical or nonspherical aerosol
particle scattering is parallel to the scattering plane (Ir,aer   Il,aer), but
smaller than the perpendicular polarized component of the Rayleigh scat-
tering (|Il,aer  Ir,aer|   |Ir,Ray  Il,Ray|)), then the combined polarized com-
ponents will also be oriented perpendicular to the scattering plane. Then,
AoP  90 0.
iv) if the polarized component of the spherical or nonspherical aerosol
particle scattering is parallel to the scattering plane (Il,aer ¡ Ir,aer), and equals
to the perpendicular polarized component of the Rayleigh scattering (|Il,aer
Ir,aer|  |Ir,Ray  Il,Ray|), then the combined effect generates unpolarized
scattered light, and the AoP in this case will be undefined.
v) if the polarized component of the spherical or nonspherical aerosol
particle scattering is parallel to the scattering plane (Il,aer ¡ Ir,aer), but
larger than the perpendicular polarized component of the Rayleigh scattering
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(|Il,aer  Ir,aer| ¡ |Ir,Ray  Il,Ray|), then the combined polarized components
will be oriented parallel to the scattering plane, and the AoP will be in the
direction of 90 0 from the clear-sky AoP (i.e., AoP  0 0 or 180 0).
The polarization state of actual skylight is calculated by solving the vector
radiative transfer equation, in which the Stokes vector is characterized by
the optical depth τ , the single scattering albedo $, and the phase matrix P.
These optical parameters of atmospheric particles are determined by their
microphysical properties and chemical compositions (e.g., the particle size,
size distribution, shape, shape distribution, real and imaginary parts of the
complex refractive index, and mixture of different compositions).
2.3.2 Vector radiative transfer models
To analyze the influences of different aerosol microphysical properties on
polarized skylight, vector radiative transfer models with a variety of alter-
native aerosol inputs are employed. In this study, the Successive Order of
Scattering (SOS) radiative transfer code and the SCIATRAN radiative trans-
fer software package are applied to simulate the polarized skylight observed
by the ground-based multi-spectral multi-angle sun/sky radiometer, and to
analyze sensitivities of the observed polarized skylight to different aerosol
properties.
The SOS radiative transfer code is developed initially at the Laboratoire
d’Optique Atmosphe´rique (LOA), Universite´ Lille 1(Deuze´ et al., 1989; Leno-
ble et al., 2007). It simulates polarized radiance of the surface-atmosphere
system under cloudless sky and neglecting gaseous absorption. Only scatter-
ing processes by air molecules and aerosol particles are considered outside the
absorption bands. The Earth’s atmosphere is assumed to be plane-parallel,
then the concentration profiles of aerosol particles and air molecules are mod-
eled in layers of optical thickness. The properties of particles in the atmo-
sphere vary along the vertical direction (Lenoble et al., 2007; Lafrance and
Hagolle, 2010). The SOS method is adopted to solve the vector radiative
transfer equation in this code. According to the method of SOS, radiation
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is decomposed into the contributions from consecutive orders of scattering
events. Convergence of the solution depends on the single scattering albedo
and optical depth. Thus, a huge number of computational efforts are required
under hazy sky conditions (Lafrance and Hagolle, 2010; Wendisch and Yang,
2012). The input parameters of aerosol particles for SOS code include the
aerosol optical depth, real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive
index, and the volume particle size distribution expressed as 22 logarithmi-
cally equidistant discrete points in the range of sizes 0.05 µm ¤ r ¤ 15 µm.
These parameters are obtained directly from CE318 inversions. That is par-
ticularly convenient for simulation of the sun/sky radiometer measurements
in this study. The outputs of Stokes vector ~S at viewing direction (µ, ϕ)
are given in the form of dimensionless normalized radiance pi~S{F0, where F0
is the extraterrestrial solar flux density or irradiance (Lenoble et al., 2007;
Lafrance and Hagolle, 2010). The DoLP and AoP are derived from linearly
polarized parameters I, Q, and U based on Eqs.(2.3), (2.7), and (2.12).
The SCIATRAN software package is a typical compositive vector radia-
tive transfer model, which is developed at the Institute of Remote Sensing,
University of Bremen (Rozanov et al., 2002; Buchwitz et al., 2004; Rozanov
and Kokhanovsky, 2006; Kokhanovsky et al., 2010; Rozanov et al., 2014).
It aims at calculating the Stokes parameters of reflected, transmitted, and
internal radiations in the Earth’s atmosphere from UltraViolet (UV) to ther-
mal infrared spectral regions (i.e., from 175.44 nm to 40 µm). The Discrete
Ordinate Method (DOM) is applied to solve the vector radiative transfer
equation in SCIATRAN. The SCIATRAN software package is capable of
simulating measurements of the scattered radiations for various observation
geometries (e.g., nadir, off-nadir, zenith, limb, or off-axis) and for diversified
locations of the instruments (e.g., spaceborne, airborne, balloonborne, or
ground-based). The atmospheric models in SCIATRAN include trace gases
absorption, Rayleigh scattering, absorption and scattering by aerosol and
cloud particles. This study mainly concerns atmospheric optics outside the
absorption bands and without cloud. The input files controlling aerosol and
Rayleigh scattering parameters need to be considered in detail. For Rayleigh
scattering, the Rayleigh optical depth is set manually according to accurate
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calculation (Bodhaine et al., 1999). For aerosol scattering, there are four
kinds of control files, including the LOWTRAN aerosol setup, the SCIA-
TRAN database aerosol setup, the WMO database aerosol setup, and the
manual aerosol setting. Among them, the WMO and manual aerosol settings
can be used in the vector cases only. Compared with the WMO database that
contains some predefined aerosol types for different layers, it is more flexible
to use the user-defined aerosol parameterization (i.e., the manual aerosol set-
ting) to characterize a variety of aerosol particles. Expansion coefficients of
the scattering matrix, which are the output of the Mie and T -matrix single
scattering codes introduced in Subsection 2.2.2, are directly used as input for
the SCIATRAN model as manual aerosol setting. However, for the spheroid
kernels, it has to calculate the expansion coefficients of scattering matrix and
then put them into the SCIATRAN model.
The SOS radiative transfer code is convenient for input of the CE318
derived aerosol parameters, including the aerosol optical depth, real and
imaginary parts of the complex refractive index, and the discrete form of
the volume particle size distribution. Therefore, in this study the SOS code
is applied to simulate polarized skylight measurements of the ground-based
CE318-DP in different observation geometries and to validate the results of
the Stokes parameters I, Q, U , DoLP , and AoP calculated from the CE318-
DP measurements. The SCIATRAN radiative transfer software package is
easy to use together with the Mie and T -matrix single scattering codes, as
well as the spheroid kernels. The outputs of optical parameters and expansion
coefficients of the scattering matrix from the single scattering codes are linked
to the SCIATRAN manual aerosol setting. Thus, it is flexible to utilize the
SCIATRAN software package to simulate the sensitivities of polarization
parameters of skylight to different aerosol properties.
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Measurement of skylight
polarization
3.1 Instrument description
The ground-based polarimetric instrument used to measure skylight polariza-
tion in this study is the CIMEL Dual-Polar sun/sky radiometer (CE318-DP).
Similar to the design of other CE318 radiometers, the CE318-DP consists of
three main parts: the optical sensor head, the automated mount, and the
electronic box, see Fig. 3.1.
The optical sensor head is the unit for measuring radiance. It is equipped
with two rotating wheels assembling nine filters (no polarization detection
in 936 nm channel) and nine polarizers, respectively. The linear polarization
parameters of skylight (including the Stokes vector components I, Q, and
U , DoLP , and AoP ) in principle can be determined from three radiance
measurements by using a rotating linear polarizer in front of a rotating filter.
The nine polarizers work as the key polarization measuring elements. As
depicted schematically in Fig. 3.2, they are fixed on the polarizers’ wheel.
The nine polarizers constitute three sets of triplets. Each triplet consists
of three polarizers maintaining the same polarization orientations, see the
double-headed arrows in Fig. 3.2. The adjacent polarizers on the wheel
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Figure 3.1: The new ground-based CIMEL Dual-Polar sun/sky radiometer
(left: CE318-DP#962; top-right: the optical sensor head fixed on the auto-
mated mount; bottom-right: the electronic box ).
keep 40 0 from each other. Thus, the polarizers from the same set of triplets
maintain an interval of 120 0. For example, the polarizers P1, P2, and P3
belong to a set of triplet. The wheel rotates 120 0 from P1 to P2, and then
from P2 to P3 for a group of polarization observations at each wavelength, see
Fig. 3.2. Hence the orientations of the transmittance axes of three polarizers
within one set of triplet maintain 60 0 from each other (e.g., 0 0, 60 0, and
120 0).
By combining rotations of the polarizers’ and the filters’ wheels, the
CE318-DP has polarization observation capability in eight channels with
center wavelengths at 340, 380, 440, 500, 675, 870, 1020, and 1640 nm, see
Tab. 3.1. Among them, the latter six bands are utilized frequently, whereas
measurements at 340 and 380 nm are not commonly used because of difficul-
ties in absolute calibration of the polarized radiances. For CE318-DP, some
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of mechanism of the Dual-Polar sun/sky ra-
diometer. Upper layer represents the polarizers’ wheel and lower layer is the
filters’ wheel. The downward rays indicate incidence of the radiation. The
double-headed arrows indicate the orientations of polarizers’ transmittance
axes. With rotations of these two wheels and combinations of different po-
larizers and filters, the CE318-DP conducts multi-wavelength polarization
measurements. Drawn originally by Kaitao Li with modification.
wavelength channels share the same set of polarizer triplets. For example,
CE318-DP labeled #954, #962, and #969 with 340 and 380 nm; 440, 500,
and 675 nm; 870, 1020 and 1640 nm sharing the three set of polarizer triplets,
respectively. However, the combinations may be different for different instru-
ments, such as CE318-DP labeled #350 with 340, 380, 440, and 500 nm; 675
and 870 nm; 1020 and 1640 nm bands sharing the three sets of polarizer
triplets, separately.
The automated mount of CE318-DP is a two-axis motorized system which
rotates around two orthogonal axes (i.e., vertical axis and horizontal axis) and
carries the optical sensor head to specific measuring angles (CE318Manual,
2014). The connecting line of two collimators should be perpendicular to
the arm of the automated mount when assembling the optical sensor head
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Table 3.1: Center wavelengths, bandwidths (FWHM), polarization detection
capabilities and detectors for different channels of CE318-DP (Li et al., 2015).
Channel(nm) FWHM(nm) Polarization(Y/N) Detector
340 2 Y silicon
380 4 Y silicon
440 10 Y silicon
500 10 Y silicon
675 10 Y silicon
870 10 Y silicon
936 10 N silicon
1020 10 Y silicon
1640 25 Y InGaS
to the automated mount of CE318-DP, see Fig. 3.3. The electronic box is a
unit that controls and memorizes the measurements as well as the positions
of the two axes of the automated mount (CE318Manual, 2014). Originally,
there are two non-polarization and one polarization scenarios to measure
sky radiances, see Fig. 3.4. Among them, the unpolarized ALMucantar
(ALM) scenario measures sky radiances in the azimuthal plane with a zenith
angle of view equal to the solar zenith angle; the unpolarized Solar Principle
Plane (SPP) scenario measures sky radiances in the solar principal plane; the
Polarized Principle Plane (PPP) scenario measures polarization distribution
of skylight also in the solar principal plane. For this observation geometry,
the Relative Azimuthal Angle (RAA) equals to 0  or 180 , and the scanning
angles vary from  95  to  265  with increments of 5 , see Tab. 3.2. Here,
180  represents zenith observation. Scanning angles exceeding 180  indicate
the anti-solar direction, otherwise, the solar direction.
In the solar principal plane, measurements of U equal to 0 for most of
scanning angles deviated from the solar direction in ideal condition (Emde
et al., 2010). Then Q varies for different scanning angles. Thus, the available
information on skylight polarization is limited for this observation geometry.
In view of this limitation, the polarization observation geometry of CE318-DP
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Installation of the optical sensor head and arm of the automated
mount of CE318-DP. (a) ideal installation with the optical sensor head
perpendicular to the arm of the automated mount; (b) non-ideal installation
with an initial error angle between the orange line and the yellow line, where γ
indicates the initial angle with respect to the orientation of ideal installation.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Observation geometries of the CE318-DP. (a) “SPP” denotes
the Solar Principal Plane scenario (non-polarization); “PPP” indicates the
Polarized Principal Plane scenario. (b) “ALM” represents the ALMucan-
tar scenario (non-polarization); “ALMP” denotes the Polarized ALMucantar
scenario (Li et al., 2015).
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are extended. Polarization measurements in the almucantar plane, namely
the Polarized ALMucantar (ALMP), are additionally conducted. ALMP is
the observation geometry with viewing zenith angle equal to solar zenith
angle while varying azimuthal angles from the sun, see Fig. 3.4 (b) (Voss
and Liu, 1997). The relative azimuthal angles observed in the ALMP scenario
are listed in Tab. 3.2.
Table 3.2: Observation angles for different polarization scenarios of the
CE318-DP (Li et al., 2015).
Scenarios Observation angles ()
PPP (Scanning an-
gles)
95, 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, 125, 130, 135, 140, 145,
150, 155, 160, 165, 170, 175, 180, 185, 190, 195, 200,
205, 210, 215, 220, 225, 230, 235, 240, 245, 250, 255,
260, 265
ALMP (Relative az-
imuthal angles)
30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140, 160,
and 180 in the right half-circle;
330, 325, 320, 315, 310, 300, 290, 280, 270, 260, 240,
220, 200, and 180 in the left half-circle
The CE318-DP instrument preforms polarization measurements at 35
scanning angles in the solar principal plane and at 28 relative azimuthal an-
gles in the almucantar geometry per hour. At each observing angle, three ra-
diance measurements are made one by one with each linear polarizer keeping
60  between every two orientations of the polarizer-preferred transmittance
axes (called the polarizer axes in the subsequent text for short).
3.2 Calibration of the polarized radiances
A reference polarized light source with known polarization state is required
for calibration of the degree of linear polarization measurements (Li et al.,
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2010). The POLBOX system, a device applying parallel glasses using an in-
tegrating sphere as light source, generates linearly polarized light with DoLP
from 0 to  0.6 in a spectral range from visible to near infrared, but without
UV capability. The accuracy of calibration depends on the Lambertian light
source and the polarization device, which should be kept in good condition.
Dirty glass blades may introduce a polarization by the device itself (Pietras
et al., 2000). Unfortunately, that is inevitable in realistic environments. In-
stead of the POLBOX, a polarimetric reference for DoLP calibration based
on the direct and reflected solar light has been introduced (Li et al., 2010).
However, it also has a strict requirement of very smooth water surface. That
is hard to realize in real circumstances as well.
For CE318-DP, only calibration of DoLP is not sufficient to get the Stokes
parameters Q and U . The calibration coefficients of absolute polarized ra-
diances are necessary. As discussed above, the CE318-DP measures three
radiances of the polarized skylight with a set of triplet linear polarizers in
each wavelength channel. The Stokes parameters I, Q, and U are calcu-
lated from three radiance measurements. The measurements are saved as
digital numbers in a raw data file. Similar to the radiometric calibration in
unpolarized channels, the radiance of each measurement is calculated by
Ii,j  Ci,j Ni,j, (3.1)
where I is the polarized radiance that incidents into the instrument (in
W m2 nm1 sr1). C represents the calibration coefficient of radiance for
the polarized channels. N is the measured digital number. i indicates three
polarizers, and i  1, 2, 3; j denotes the channel index corresponding to eight
wavelengths with polarization measurements, and j  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
Polarization calibration coefficients are vital to obtain the measured ra-
diances and then to calculate the Stokes components and other polarization
parameters. For the new instruments, calibration coefficients C in the instru-
ment’s documentation supplied by the manufacture are adopted. However,
the instrument’s working state will be changed after running a long period.
Then, a recalibration is required, at least after one-year operation in SONET.
Like absolute radiance calibration for non-polarized channels, the absolute
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calibration coefficients for polarized channels are obtained by measuring un-
polarized light from an integrating sphere, see Fig. 3.5. The polarization
calibration is more complicated than the calibration of non-polarized radi-
ance in general (Goloub et al., 2007; Li et al., 2010). However, the calibration
of absolute polarized radiance is easier to implement in comparison with the
calibration of the degree of linear polarization, because no special device of
reference polarized light (e.g., the POLBOX system) is required.
Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of calibration of the polarized radiances for
the polarized channels of CE318-DP.
The polarized channels of CE318-DP are calibrated by using an integrat-
ing sphere with stable radiance in laboratory. The light emitted from an
integrating sphere is regarded as unpolarized (i.e., DoLP  1). For a perfect
linear polarizer, transmittance along the preferred axis k1  1, and trans-
mittance along an axis 90  to the preferred axis k2  0. Since incident light
is unpolarized with a total radiance of I, effect of the unpolarized incident
light passing through a perfect linear polarizer is to provide linear polarized
light with half of the radiance. That is,
I 1i,j 
1
2
Ii,j. (3.2)
The polarizing efficiency is introduced to describe a real, imperfect po-
larizer. It is defined as
η 
c
k1  k2
k1   k2  100 %. (3.3)
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Considering that one set of three polarizers are from the same product
batch with identical quality, it is supposed that the polarizing efficiencies for
the three polarizers are equal (Li et al., 2010). For most of the CE318-DP
instruments, the polarizing efficiencies equal to 1 for short wave channels
(e.g., 440, 500, 675, 870, 1020 nm), and almost equal to 1 for long wave
channels (such as 1640 nm) according to the instrument’s documentation.
Then, we can consider k1  1 and k2  0 here. Those are also widely
adopted in literatures (Voss and Liu, 1997; Stam et al., 2002; Li et al., 2010).
Thus, the polarized radiance of each measurement is calculated by
I 1i,j 
1
2
Ci,j Ni,j. (3.4)
3.3 Measurement sites
The ground-based automatic CIMEL sun/sky radiometer (CE318) has been
introduced into some global and regional aerosol observation networks several
decades ago, for example, the AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET),
and the PHOtome´trie pour le Traitement Ope´rationnel de Normalisation
Satellitaire (PHOTONS) (Holben et al., 1998; Li et al., 2010). As a global
ground-based aerosol remote sensing network, the AERONET provides mea-
surements of columnar aerosol properties at more than 1100 sites. However,
only a few sites are equipped with the extension of multi-wavelength polar-
ization version CE318-DP.
The SONET, established by the Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital
Earth (RADI), Chinese Academy of Sciences in 2010, includes 17 long-term
observation stations and  40 temporary observation sites around China (by
the end of 2015), see Fig. 3.6. Most of them are equipped with the new Dual-
Polar version CE318-DP(Li et al., 2015). Tab. 3.3 provides some general
information (including serial numbers of the optical heads, latitudes, longi-
tudes, altitudes and beginnings of the measurements) on the 12 long-term
polarization observation stations within SONET. All of the stations have
continuously measured for more than one year. The site with the longest data
record is “Beijing-RADI”, which is a joint site of AERONET and SONET
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Figure 3.6: The SONET long-term site map (red dots denote 12 polarization
observation sites, and green dots represent 5 non-polarization observation
sites).
and the only site with polarized almucantar observations. This station has
polarization observations lasting for six years in the solar principal plane
geometry and for more than two years in the almucantar geometry by the
end of 2015. The SONET aerosol observation network is regarded as “the
5th network (others are the AERONET, SKYNET, PHOTONS, GAW) in
the world owing systematical atmospheric radiation properties observation
function integrating calibration, retrieval, and quality control capabilities”
(by Philippe Goloub, 2014). With reliable and continuous measurements in
key areas of China, SONET provides multi-angle multi-spectral polarimet-
ric measurements to study detailed properties of different types of aerosol
particles. Furthermore, the data are going to be used for validating polar-
ization measurements and aerosol products of new spaceborne and airborne
polarization instruments.
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Table 3.3: Information on polarization observation sites of SONET (listed in
chronological order of site establishments).
Site Instrument #
Latitude(0N),
Longitude(0E),
Altitude(m)
Beginning
of
measurement
Beijing-RADI 350 40.0, 116.4, 59 23/12/2009
ZhongshanUniv 964 23.1, 113.4, 28 27/10/2011
Zhoushan 954 29.9, 122.2, 29 08/02/2012
Minqin 969 38.6, 103.1, 1364 22/02/2012
ZhangyeHH 962 38.9, 100.4, 1589 24/07/2012
Kashi 973 39.5, 75.9, 1320 29/06/2013
Hefei 967 31.9, 117.2, 36 10/07/2013
Harbin 1105 45.7, 126.6, 223 08/08/2013
Lhasa 966 29.7, 91.0, 3690 29/09/2013
Songshan 971 34.5, 113.1, 475 03/11/2013
Haikou 1118 19.9, 110.3, 22 06/03/2014
NanjingUniv 959 32.1, 118.9, 52 30/06/2014
In this study, only typical cases for different aerosol types are selected
from sufficiently long observations, including a haze polluted urban case at
the “Beijing-RADI” site, a rural case at the “ZhangyeHH” site, a clean con-
tinental case at the “Lhasa” site, a mineral dust case at the “Minqin” site,
and a Maritime case at the “Zhoushan” site. Skylight polarization in a haze
polluted case with that in a clear case at the “Beijing-RADI” site observed
in the new polarized almucantar geometry are also discussed in the following.
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Chapter 4
Method of Stokes parameter
derivation
4.1 Definitions of the reference frames
As discussed above, the Stokes vector and derived polarization parameters
need to be described with respect to specific reference planes and correspond-
ing coordinate systems. According to the definitions, the total radiance I and
the DoLP are independent of the reference plane, while the Stokes param-
eters Q, U , and the AoP vary with the choice of reference plane. Although
the reference plane can be arbitrarily chosen, observational or theoretical cir-
cumstances may make a certain plane preferable over others (Hovenier et al.,
2004). When considering polarization involving a single scattering process,
we normally choose the scattering plane which contains the propagation di-
rections of the incident and scattered light as a reference. Instead when
considering polarization due to multiple-scattering processes in the atmo-
sphere, the local meridian plane that contains the viewing and local zenith
directions is usually chosen as a reference, see Fig. 2.1 (Schutgens et al.,
2004; Boesche et al., 2006; Bhandari et al., 2011; Rozanov et al., 2014). For
a general coordinate system associated with a reference plane, we define a
right-handed Cartesian coordinate system (lˆ, rˆ, zˆ) where the unit vectors
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lˆ, rˆ, and zˆ are used to denote the directions of three axes of the Cartesian
coordinate system. In this coordinate frame, zˆ-axis is along the direction of
the scattered light propagation, lˆ-axis is within the reference plane and is
perpendicular to the zˆ-axis, and rˆ-axis is perpendicular to both the zˆ-axis
and the reference plane (Tilstra et al., 2003).
To keep consistent with vector radiative transfer models and other polar-
ization measurements, the coordinate system based on the sky frame should
be adopted to describe the Stokes parameters (Bhandari et al., 2011). In
this frame, the local meridian plane is defined as the reference plane. The
corresponding coordinate system (lˆsky, rˆsky, zˆsky) is a right-handed Cartesian
coordinate system with lˆsky- and rˆsky-axes parallel and perpendicular to the
reference plane, respectively. Light propagates along the zˆsky  rˆsky lˆsky di-
rection, see Fig. 4.1. Note that only one coordinate system (i.e., for the view-
ing direction of 180 0) is illustrated here. The coordinate system is changed for
different viewing directions in the solar principal and the almucantar planes.
As a convention, signs of the Stokes parameters Q and U in this frame are
defined such that  Q is aligned with lˆ-axis; Q is aligned with rˆ-axis;  U
is aligned with the bisectrix of  lˆ and  rˆ, or lˆ and rˆ; and U is aligned
with the bisectrix of  lˆ and rˆ, or lˆ and  rˆ, see Fig. 4.2. As mentioned in
Chapter 3, the CE318-DP originally observes polarization only in the solar
principal plane geometry (i.e., PPP). In this study, the observing capability
of CE318-DP is extended. Polarization measurements in the Polarized AL-
Mucantar (ALMP) geometry are additionally conducted, which also contains
a solar principal plane observation with RAA equal to 180 . For the solar
principal plane observations, incident direction of sunlight, the local zenith,
and the instrument’s viewing direction are in the same plane. That means,
the solar principal plane corresponds to the meridian plane. Thus, the solar
principal plane is also the reference plane in this situation, see Fig. 2.1.
Regarding to actual observing processes of the CE318-DP, radiance mea-
surements by a set of triplet linear polarizers are related to the Stokes parame-
ters I, Q, and U for every spectral filter at each observing angle. Orientations
of the three polarizers are separated by 60 0, see Section 3.1. For simplicity,
we can assume the polarizer axes are 0 0, 60 0, and 120 0, respectively. The
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the reference coordinate systems in the
sky frame (lˆsky, rˆsky, zˆsky) and in the instrument frame (lˆins, rˆins, zˆins) for
the viewing direction of 180 0. The instrument is placed at the origin of the
reference coordinate systems O. lˆsky-axis is in the meridian plane (i.e., the
principal plane in this situation). lˆins-axis is along the 0
0 polarizer axis of
the instrument. zˆsky- and zˆins- axes are coincident, along the direction of
the light propagation. rˆsky-axis is perpencular to the meridian plane. rˆins-
axis is perpendicular to both lˆins- and zˆins-axes. σ is a rotation angle for
transforming of the reference coordinate systems.
initial position of the 0  polarizer axis is generally not in the reference plane
of the sky frame. And the angle between them is unknown due to the uncon-
trolled installation angle of the optical sensor with respect to the reference
plane, see Fig. 3.3(b). Therefore, we have to define the Stokes parameters
in a new instrument frame with the plane containing the direction of 0 0
polarizer axis and the direction of propagation of light as a reference. In
the instrument frame, the corresponding coordinate system is (lˆins, rˆins, zˆins),
where the lˆins-axis is along the 0
0 polarizer-preferred transmittance axis; zˆins-
axis is along the direction of the scattered light propagation; and rˆins-axis is
perpendicular to both lˆins- and zˆins-axes, satisfying the right-hand rule, see
Fig. 4.1. With this definition, the Stokes parameters are calculated in the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: The signs of the Stokes parameters Q (a) and U (b). Redrawn
from http://en.wikipedia.org with modification.
instrument coordinate system from three radiance measurements (Boesche
et al., 2006). To further obtain the Stokes parameters in the sky frame, we
need to transform the reference coordinate system from the instrument frame
(lˆins, rˆins, zˆins) to the sky frame (lˆsky, rˆsky, zˆsky).
4.2 Calculation of the polarization parame-
ters
Interactions of polarized light with atmospheric particles (i.e., air molecules,
aerosol particles and cloud droplets) and land surfaces are described by a
series of scattering or phase matrices, see Chapter 2. Similar to atmospheric
particles, any optical instrument may also cause absorption, scattering, re-
flection, and refraction of light. Likewise, these actions can be described
by the instrument’s Mueller matrix Mp (Kokhanovsky, 2003). The polar-
ized channels of CE318-DP detect radiances as the measurement quantities,
which depend on the instrument’s Mueller matrix and the Stokes vector of
the light incident on the system (Voss and Liu, 1997). If the instrument’s
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Mueller matrix is known, the Stokes parameters I, Q, and U of the incident
light are calculated from the three radiance measurements through a set of
triplet polarizers, see Fig. 4.3. The processes can be described by
 IQ
U

 MmMa   Mms

 I00
0
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 M1p pΨq
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(4.1)
where pI0, 0, 0qT is the Stokes vector of sunlight directly incident at the TOA.
Mm,Ma, ...,Mms indicate the Mueller matrices describing interactions of sun-
light with air molecules, aerosol particles, and cloud droplets in the atmo-
sphere, the land surface, as well as the multiple scattering processes, respec-
tively. The Stokes vector pI,Q, UqT depicts partially polarized light incident
into the instrument. M1p is the inverse Mueller matrix of the instrument’s
system. I 1 represent the radiances and N represent the digital numbers,
which are detected by the instrument with three orientations of the polarizer
axes Ψ1, Ψ2, and Ψ3, separately. C1, C2, and C3 are corresponding calibration
coefficients of radiances for the polarized channels of CE318-DP, see Section
3.2.
Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of the processes of skylight polarization de-
tected by the CE318-DP.
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The CE318-DP uses linear polarizers as main polarization optical ele-
ments. The interactions of optical elements with incident light can be ex-
pressed by (Voss and Liu, 1997)
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(4.3)
where pI,Q, U, V qT is the Stokes vector of incoming light, and pI 1, Q1, U 1, V 1qT
is the Stokes vector of light detected by CE318-DP. Ψ  ψ   γ, and ψ is
the orientation angle of the polarizer axis for perfect installation, that can
be measured by facing to the direction of light propagation and rotating
counterclockwise from the reference plane to the linear polarizer-preferred
transmission plane. γ is the initial angle of the polarizer axis with respect
to the orientation of perfect installation indicated by the connecting line of
two collimators perpendicular perfectly to the arm of automated mount for
the CE318-DP, see Fig. 3.3 (b). Previous studies have shown that the initial
installation angle of polarizer is an important element affecting measurement
accuracy of polarization (Chen et al., 2008). k1 is transmittance of the lin-
ear polarizer along the preferred axis, and k2 is transmittance of the linear
polarizer along an axis 90  to the preferred axis. k1  1 and k2  0 are
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adopted in this study, see also Section 3.2. Then, we have
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(4.4)
The total radiances at three orientation angles of linear polarizer axes (i.e.,
Ψ1, Ψ2, and Ψ3) are measured by the CE318-DP at each observing position.
According to Eq.(4.4), we have
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Then, the Stokes parameters I, Q, and U of an incoming polarized light is
determined by inversion of Eq.(4.5). That is (Aben et al., 1997; Stam et al.,
2002)
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(4.6)
When choosing the instrument coordinate system as reference, the 0 
polarizer axis is within the reference plane. Then, the polarizer orientation
angles can be determined following Ψ1  0 , Ψ2  60 , and Ψ3  120 .
Substitute them into Eq.(4.6), the Stokes parameters in the instrument frame
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is obtained. Namely,
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Then, the degree of linear polarization is calculated as
DoLP  2
a
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and the angle of polarization is
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In above calculations, we adopt the instrument frame with the 0 0 polarizer-
preferred transmittance plane as a reference. For the three sets of triplet
polarizers on the polarizer’s wheel of CE318-DP (see Section 3.1), which cor-
respond to different wavelengths, the orientations of the three 0 0 polarizer-
preferred transmittance axes are different and there are no fixed relationships
among them. Thus, the polarization parameters calculated in the instrument
frame are based on three different instrument coordination systems. That
means, the results at different wavelengths can not be compared with each
other. Furthermore, the initial angle of the polarizer axis will be changed if
the optical sensor head and the arm of automated mount are reassembled.
Then, the instrument coordinate system for the same wavelength are also
not fixed.
Hence, to analyze polarization properties measured by different wave-
length bands of CE318-DP and to compare them with the results of radia-
tive transfer simulations and other polarization measurements, we need to
transform the reference frame from the instrument frame (lˆins, rˆins, zˆins) to
the sky frame (lˆsky, rˆsky, zˆsky). The transformation is through rotation of
the coordinate systems. When choosing the meridian plane as reference in
the sky frame, the orientation angles of polarizers’ axes are ψ1  0    δ ,
ψ2  60    δ, and ψ3  120    δ, where δ is the orientation angle of the 0 
polarizer axis of perfect installation with respect to the reference plane, see
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Fig. 4.4. However, the initial angle γ of the polarizer axis with respect to the
orientation of perfect installation should be considered for actual installation.
γ is uncertain due to non-ideal installation of the optical sensor head to the
automated mount of CE318-DP, see Fig. 3.3 (b) and Fig. 4.4. Once in-
stalled, this angle is constant for all polarizers on the same polarizer’s wheel.
Therefore, we can assume Ψ1  ψ1 γ  0  δ γ, Ψ2  ψ2 γ  60  δ γ,
and Ψ3  ψ3   γ  120    δ   γ, see Fig. 4.4. For three radiance measure-
ments based on one set of triplet polarizers, δ and γ are invariable. Then we
obtain a counterclockwise rotation angle σ  δ   γ.
Figure 4.4: Illustration of the orientation angles of a set of triplet linear
polarizer axes in the sky frame for the viewing direction of 180 0. The in-
strument is located at the origin O. The light is traveling perpendicular into
the paper. lˆsky-axis is in the meridian plane (i.e., the principal plane in this
situation). lˆins-axis is along the 0
0 polarizer axis of the instrument. They are
corresponding to lˆsky- and lˆins-axes in Fig. 4.1. σ is the rotation angle for
transforming of the reference coordinate systems. “P1”, “P2”, and “P3” de-
note the 0 0, 60 0, and 120 0 polarizers, respectively. The blue double-headed
arrows indicate the orientations of polarizers’ transmittance axes. The yel-
low double-headed arrow indicates the orientation of the 0 0 polarizer axis
for ideal installation. The orientation angles of the three polarizer axes are
σ   0 0, σ   60 0, and σ   120 0.
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The rotation process of the two coordinate systems can be expressed as
a rotation matrix. The relation of electric field vectors before and after
coordinate system rotation are given by
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sin σ cos σ
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where pEl, ErqT is the electric field vector in the original instrument frame;
pEcorr,l, Ecorr,rqT is the electric field vector after reference coordinate system
correction, namely, in the new uniform sky frame. Rpσq is the 2 2 rotation
matrix, and σ is a counterclockwise rotation angle between the instrument
frame and the sky frame. Then, we have
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El  cos σ  Ecorr,l  sin σ  Ecorr,r , (4.12)
Er  sin σ  Ecorr,l   cos σ  Ecorr,r . (4.13)
The complex conjugate of electric field vector (superscript ) can be ex-
pressed in the same way:
El  cos σ  Ecorr,l  sin σ  Ecorr,r , (4.14)
Er  sin σ  Ecorr,l   cos σ  Ecorr,r . (4.15)
According to the definition in Eq.(2.1), the Stokes parameters of polarized
light are given by the components of electric field vector. Then, we have
I El  El   Er  Er
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Icorr,
(4.16)
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These yields
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and then,
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where pI,Q, U, V qT is the Stokes vector in the original coordinate system
(lˆins, rˆins, zˆins) based on the instrument frame; pIcorr, Qcorr, Ucorr, VcorrqT is the
transformed Stokes vector in the new coordinate system (lˆsky, rˆsky, zˆsky) based
on the sky frame. Lpσq is the 4  4 rotation matrix of coordinate systems,
and the rotation angle σ is a counterclockwise angle rotated from the original
system to the new system. Considering that the total radiance I are constant
with rotation of the reference coordinate systems and omitting the circularly
polarized component, we can utilize above equation to recalculate the Stokes
parameters Qcorr and Ucorr in the sky frame, namely
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
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The rotation matrix is a function of rotation angle σ. When transforming
the reference coordinate systems, we have to know this angle. As discussed
above, σ consists of two parts: δ and γ. For CE318-DP, it is hard to know
the exact value of σ due to an unknown initial error angle γ which is brought
in during the installation process, see Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 4.4. γ need to be
considered when calculating the Stokes parameters Q and U . For different in-
struments, γ are different. Even for the same instrument and same operator,
it may also be changed during different installation processes.
To obtain the rotation angle, we can take advantage of the polarization
pattern of skylight. In the past decades, there have been significant stud-
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(a) DoLP (b) AoP (deg)
(c) QpW m2 nm1 sr1q (d) UpW m2 nm1 sr1q
Figure 4.5: Counter plots of the polarization patterns of entire sky at 440
nm (simulated by SCIATRAN, where the aerosol type is “WMO-urban”;
aerosol optical depth=1.0923; Rayleigh optical depth=0.24261; solar zenith
angle=50.1293 0; and the relative azimuthal angles of 0 0 and 180 0 indicate
the solar and anti-solar directions of the principal plane, respectively).
ies on the polarization pattern of skylight in nature (Liu and Voss, 1997;
Horva´th and Varju´, 2004; Smith, 2007). Fig. 4.5 gives an example of the
simulated polarization patterns of entire sky at 440 nm. According to the
polarization pattern, the degree and direction of polarization of skylight are
both related to location of the sun: i) The degree of linear polarization is
maximum when the scattering angle is 90 0. For other orientations, the de-
grees of linear polarization are less. The minimum occurs when the scattering
angle is equal to 0 0 or 180 0. The light from the anti-solar half of the sky is
more polarized than that from the solar half, see Fig. 4.5 (a). ii) The di-
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rection of polarization (i.e., the direction of electric field vector of EM wave
oscillating) of the scattered light, by definition, is in the polarization plane
which should be perpendicular to the scattering plane. For the solar principal
plane observation geometry, it is also perpendicular to the principal plane.
Correspondingly, the angle of polarization χ should be equal to 90 0 for the
principal plane observations, see Fig. 4.5 (b).
Previous studies have shown that this polarization pattern of skylight is
true in different atmospheric conditions, even in case the sun is obscured by
clouds or below the horizon (Smith, 2007). This fact has been widely used in
navigation. For example, some insects utilize polarization of skylight to infer
position of the sun when it can not be observed directly (Horva´th and Varju´,
2004). Likewise, we can also make use of the polarization pattern of skylight
around the maximum polarization in the anti-solar half of sky. For solar
principal plane observation, the principal plane is the same as the scattering
plane. So, the angle of polarization is theoretically equal to 90  in the prin-
cipal plane. In other words, the theoretical angle of 90  can be a reasonable
value for the AoP of skylight in the solar principal plane, especially around
the scanning angles of strongly polarized directions (e.g., around 90  angle
from the sun). Therefore, the difference in AoP is equal to the angle between
coordinate systems based on the instrument frame and the sky frame. That
is, σ  χ  χ1  χ  90 . Then, we can use Eq.(4.22) to recalculate the
Stokes parameters Q and U , and deduce the angle of polarization AoP , the
parallel and perpendicular polarized radiances Il and Ir, as well as the linear
depolarization ratio ρ in the sky frame.
4.3 Results
Results of the polarization parameters of skylight (including I, Q, U , DoLP ,
AoP , Il, Ir, and ρ) are illustrated in this section. Only typical cloudless
cases for different aerosol types are selected from sufficiently long observations
within SONET, see Section 3.3. Results in the solar principal plane geometry
are discussed in the Subsection 4.3.1. Results in the almucantar geometry
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are presented in the Subsection 4.3.2.
4.3.1 Solar principal plane geometry
Five typical cases affected by haze polluted urban aerosol, rural aerosol,
clean continental aerosol, mineral dust aerosol, and maritime aerosol are
selected from some long-term observations in key areas of China within the
SONET (i.e., at the “Beijing-RADI”, “ZhangyeHH”, “Lhasa”, “Minqin”,
and “Zhoushan” sites, respectively). The instruments and locations of these
sites have been listed in Tab. 3.3. Results of the polarization parameters
measured in the solar principal plane geometry are given in Figs. 4.6-4.15.
Tab. 4.1 provides information of the observing time and AOD on these five
cases.
Table 4.1: Information on the cases of CE318-DP polarized principal plane
observations in Figs. 4.6-4.15.
Cases Stations Instr. Time
(UTC)
AOD
@440 nm
Haze polluted urban Beijing-RADI #350 07/12/2013 02:57 1.615
Rural ZhangyeHH #962 21/10/2012 02:18 0.217
Clean Continental Lhasa #966 18/12/2013 07:03 0.073
Mineral Dust Minqin #969 28/02/2012 04:18 2.929
Maritime Zhoushan #954 15/10/2012 01:52 0.946
Results of I, DoLP , Il, Ir, and ρ observed in the solar principal plane
in the five cases are illustrated in Figs. 4.6, 4.8, 4.10, 4.12, and 4.14. They
are plotted as functions of scanning angles both in the solar and anti-solar
directions. The scanning angles are from 95  to 265  with increments of 5 ,
see Tab. 3.2. Here, 180  represents zenith observation. Scanning angles ex-
ceeding 180  indicate the anti-solar direction, otherwise, the solar direction.
I, Il and Ir are plotted on a logarithmic scale. In general, DoLP increase
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(a) I (b) DoLP
(c) Il and Ir (d) ρ
Figure 4.6: Results of the total radiance I (a), DoLP (b), the parallel and
perpendicular polarized radiances Il (dash line) and Ir (solid line) (c), and
the depolarization ratio ρ (d) for the haze polluted urban case in the solar
principal plane geometry at the “Beijing-RADI” site.
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(a) Q before rotation (b) Q after rotation
(c) U before rotation (d) U after rotation
(e) AoP before rotation (f) AoP after rotation
Figure 4.7: Results of the Stokes parameters Q (a,b), U (c,d), and AoP (e,f)
for the haze polluted urban case in the solar principal plane geometry at the
“Beijing-RADI” site.
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(a) I (b) DoLP
(c) Il and Ir (d) DepolarizationRatio
Figure 4.8: Results of the total radiance I (a), DoLP (b), the parallel and
perpendicular polarized radiances Il (dash line) and Ir (solid line) (c), and
the depolarization ratio ρ (d) for the rural case in the solar principal plane
geometry at the “ZhangyeHH” site.
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(a) Q before rotation (b) Q after rotation
(c) U before rotation (d) U after rotation
(e) AoP before rotation (f) AoP after rotation
Figure 4.9: Results of the Stokes parameters Q (a,b), U (c,d), and AoP (e,f)
for the rural case in the solar principal plane geometry at the “ZhangyeHH”
site.
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(a) I (b) DoLP
(c) Il and Ir (d) ρ
Figure 4.10: Results of the total radiance I (a), DoLP (b), the parallel
and perpendicular polarized radiances Il (dash line) and Ir (solid line) (c),
and the depolarization ratio ρ (d) for the clean continental case in the solar
principal plane geometry at the “Lhasa” site.
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(a) Q before rotation (b) Q after rotation
(c) U before rotation (d) U after rotation
(e) AoP before rotation (f) AoP after rotation
Figure 4.11: Results of the Stokes parameters Q (a,b), U (c,d), and AoP
(e,f) for the clean continental case in the solar principal plane geometry at
the “Lhasa” site.
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(a) I (b) DoLP
(c) Il and Ir (d) ρ
Figure 4.12: Results of the total radiance I (a), DoLP (b), the parallel and
perpendicular polarized radiances Il (dash line) and Ir (solid line) (c), and
the depolarization ratio ρ (d) for the mineral dust case in the solar principal
plane geometry at the “Minqin” site.
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(a) Q before rotation (b) Q after rotation
(c) U before rotation (d) U after rotation
(e) AoP before rotation (f) AoP after rotation
Figure 4.13: Results of the Stokes parameters Q (a,b), U (c,d), and AoP
(e,f) for the mineral dust case in the solar principal plane geometry at the
“Minqin” site.
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(a) I (b) DoLP
(c) Il and Ir (d) ρ
Figure 4.14: Results of the total radiance I (a), DoLP (b), the parallel and
perpendicular polarized radiances Il (dash line) and Ir (solid line) (c), and
the depolarization ratio ρ (d) for the Maritime case in the solar principal
plane geometry at the “Zhoushan” site.
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(a) Q before rotation (b) Q after rotation
(c) U before rotation (d) U after rotation
(e) AoP before rotation (f) AoP after rotation
Figure 4.15: Results of the Stokes parameters Q (a,b), U (c,d), and AoP (e,f)
for the Maritime case in the solar principal plane geometry at the “Zhoushan”
site.
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but I decrease with increasing scattering angles in the forward direction for
all wavelengths, see panels (a) and (b) in Figs. 4.6, 4.8, 4.10, 4.12, and
4.14. Around the solar direction, we can get the maximum I and minor
DoLP . The DoLP reach maximum when scattering angles close to 90 0 for
all wavelengths. DoLP also change with wavelength, however, their spectral
dependencies are inconsistent for different cases.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the parallel and perpendicular polarized radi-
ances Il and Ir are separated from the total radiance I knowing the Stokes
parameter Q. ρ is derived from Il and Ir. The results of them are depicted
together with I and DoLP for comparison. From panels (c) in Figs. 4.6,
4.8, 4.10, 4.12, and 4.14, it is obvious that Il and Ir reveal similar features
as the total radiances I. There are obvious differences between Il and Ir. Ir
is typically larger than Il, especially at scattering angles close to 90
0. That
means, the skylight is rather perpendicular polarized in the solar principal
planes for these cases. ρ in the solar principal plane show similar variations
with wavelengths as DoLP , see panels (d) in these figures. Nevertheless,
they have different meanings: DoLP represents the ratio of the linear polar-
ized radiance to the total radiance; while ρ denotes the ratio of the parallel
polarized to the perpendicular polarized radiances.
Furthermore, it becomes visible that the degree of linear polarization in
the anti-solar direction is generally larger than that in the solar direction,
see panels (b) in Figs. 4.6, 4.8, 4.10, 4.12, and 4.14. That means skylight
from the anti-solar half of sky is more polarized than that from the solar
half. There are some outliers on DoLP curves around the solar direction
because of contamination of the direct sunlight that leads to complex linear
polarizing in the solar direction. The orientation of polarization is more
complex around this direction. Considering that Q, U , and AoP contain
information not only on the degree but also on orientation of polarization of
skylight, we only discuss results of Q, U , and AoP in the anti-solar direction,
see Figs. 4.7, 4.9, 4.11, 4.13, and 4.15. The scanning angles change from
180  to 265  . Unlike DoLP and I, the values of Q, U , and AoP depend on
the reference plane and corresponding reference coordinate system. In these
figures, results of Q, U , and AoP in the original coordinate system (lˆins, rˆins,
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zˆins) based on the instrument frame (i.e., “before rotation”) are depicted in
left three panels (a), (c), and (e), while those in the new coordinate system
(lˆsky, rˆsky, zˆsky) based on the sky frame (i.e., “after rotation”) are shown in
right three panels (b), (d), and (f).
From these figures, the Stokes parameter Q before rotation are larger or
less than zero for different bands and sites. The results of U before rotation
obviously deviate from zero for most wavelengths at all sites. AoP before
rotation can imply relations between the band combinations and different
sets of polarizer triplets. For instance, results of AoP at the “ZhangyeHH”
site in Fig. 4.9 (e) imply that the bands of 440, 500, and 675 nm share one
set of polarizer triplets, while the bands of 870, 1020, and 1640 nm share
another set of polarizer triplets. Unlike the bands of 870 and 1020 nm which
use silicon detectors, the band of 1640 nm employs an InGas detector. These
two types of detectors correspond to two collimators and different parallel
optical paths (Li et al., 2009). It leads to a 80 0 difference between the angles
of polarization at 870, 1020 nm and that at 1640 nm, see Fig. 4.16. The
values of AoP may be changed with installation of the optical sensor head to
the arm of automated of CE318-DP. However, the relationships of different
wavelength combinations are stable for the same instrument.
Comparing the left and right columns in Figs. 4.7, 4.9, 4.11, 4.13, and
4.15, it is evident that differences exist in the curves of Q, U and AoP before
and after rotations. As discussed above, the right-handed Cartesian reference
coordinate system (lˆsky, rˆsky, zˆsky) based on the sky frame adopts the meridian
plane as reference plane, which is the same as the principal plane for the solar
principal plane observation geometry. The direction of skylight polarization
in nature should be perpendicular to the principal plane and along the rˆsky-
axis. According to convention, the sign of Q is negative, U is equal to zero,
and AoP is equal to 90  within the sky frame, see Fig. 4.5. From panels (b),
(d), and (f) in Figs. 4.7, 4.9, 4.11, 4.13, and 4.15, it is obvious that Q are
less than zero after reference coordinate system rotations; the absolute values
of U are very small and close to zero; and AoP are almost all equal to 90 
for different wavelengths. These features are consistent with the polarization
pattern of skylight in nature (Liu and Voss, 1997; Smith, 2007).
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Figure 4.16: Schematic diagram of a 80 0 difference between the angles of
polarization at 870, 1020 nm and at 1640 nm. Black point represents the
rotating axis of the CE318-DP polarizers’ wheel; Blue points denote the
detecting location for the UV-visible channels (e.g., 340, 380, 440, 500, 675,
870, and 1020 nm) and the detecting location for the near-infrared channels
(e.g., 1640 nm). Note that the channels at 870, 1020, and 1640 nm employ
the same set of polarizer triplets, but the sequence of measurements for the
channels at 870 and 1020 nm (P1 to P2 to P3) differs from that for the
channel at 1640 nm (P2 to P3 to P1).
In the following, results of skylight polarization in these five cases are
discussed in detail:
(A) haze polluted urban case at the “Beijing-RADI” site
The polarized skylight observation on 7 December, 2013 is discussed as a
first case. It was a typical haze polluted day in Beijing with AOD at 440 nm
steadily increasing from 1 in the morning (00:35 UTC) to 2.24 in the evening
(06:59 UTC), see Fig. 4.17. At the observation time (02:57 UTC), the AOD
at 440 nm was about 1.62. According to the SONET retrieval (corresponding
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to the level 1.5 of the AERONET), this case was dominated by fine spherical
aerosol particles with the total effective radius of 0.313 µm and the sphericity
parameter (i.e., the fraction of spherical particles) of 99 % .
Figure 4.17: Aerosol optical depth derived from the CE318-DP#350 sun
measurements on December 7, 2013 following AERONET level 1.0 data cri-
teria (Li et al., 2014a).
From Fig. 4.6, the angle of incident light is about 115 . The maximum
I and minor DoLP are measured around this direction for all wavelengths.
The neutral point where DoLP is equal to zero can be found around 130 .
The DoLP increases as the scattering angle increases in the forward direction
and reaches a peak at the scanning angle around 205  (i.e., the scattering
angle is around 90 ). The maximum DoLP is 0.48 at 1640 nm. In contrary,
I decreases as the scattering angle increases in the forward direction. Both
DoLP and I are wavelength-dependent, but they generally show opposite
tendencies. The longer the wavelengths, the higher the maximum DoLP
values and the lower the minimum I values. DoLP at long wavelengths (such
as 1640 nm) are larger than at short wavelengths (such as 440 nm). This
feature can frequently be found in hazy sky conditions. That could be due to
different depolarizing effects of multiple scattering for different wavelengths.
The relationship between the wavelength-variations of these parameters and
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the aerosol properties should be studied in further investigations.
Il and Ir in Fig. 4.6 have similar wavelength-dependence as the total
radiance I. The longer the wavelengths, the lower the minimum Il and Ir
values. Exceptions at 440 and 500 nm are likely due to inaccurate polariza-
tion calibration coefficients for these two short wavelengths. Around the solar
direction (i.e., the scanning angles from 95 0 to 135 0), the parallel polarized
radiance Il is very close to the perpendicular polarized radiance Ir. However,
Ir is much larger than Il at scanning angles from 140
0 to 265 0, especially
around the scanning angle of 205 0. It is evident that the polarized compo-
nent of Mie scattering, which is dominated by fine spherical aerosol particles
in this haze polluted urban case, is perpendicular to the scattering plane,
see Section 2.2. From the results of depolarization ratio ρ, it is obvious that
ρ for all wavelengths are larger than 1 in the principal plane. That means,
the perpendicular polarized component are larger than the parallel one. The
skylight in general is polarized perpendicular to the principal plane.
From panels (a), (c), and (e) in Fig. 4.7, Q is larger than zero at 440, 500,
and 675 nm at the scanning angles from 180 0 to 265 0. However, Q may be
larger or less than zero at 870, 1020, and 1640 nm at different scanning angles.
U is larger than zero at 1640 nm but less than zero at other wavelengths.
AoP deviates from 90 0 at all wavelengths before the reference coordinate
system rotation. After rotation, Q are less than zero; U are almost equal to
zero; and AoP are close to 90 0 for all wavelengths, see panels (b), (d), and
(f) in Fig. 4.7. The rotation angles are 83 , 44 , and 35  for the three sets
of triplet polarizers. AoP deviates from 90  around the scanning angle of
265  in Fig. 4.7 (f), which indicates another neutral point in the anti-solar
meridian (Horva´th and Varju´, 2004).
(B) rural case at the “ZhangyeHH” site
The “ZhangyeHH” site is located in representative rural area of the Heihe
river basin, Shaanxi, China. The polarized skylight observations performed
on 21 October, 2012 are adopted in this study. The AOD at 440 nm was about
0.22 at the viewing time of 02:18 UTC. According to the SONET retrieval,
it was a typical rural case dominated by nonspherical coarse mode particles
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with total effective radius of 1.63 µm and sphericity parameter about 1 %.
From panels (a) and (b) in Fig. 4.8, the maximum I and minor DoLP
around the scanning angle of 117  (i.e., the solar direction) are derived in
this case. The DoLP reach maximum at scanning angle around 207  (i.e.,
90 0 scattering angle) for all wavelengths. The maximum DoLP is 0.54 at 440
nm which is larger than the maximum DoLP in the haze polluted urban case
(i.e., 0.48 at 1640 nm). This is likely due to depolarizing effects of multiple
scattering for the skylight with abundant aerosol particles in the heavy haze
polluted case. The wavelength-sensitivity of DoLP is opposite to that in the
hazy urban case. The longer the wavelengths, the lower the maximum DoLP
values. On the contrary, I show a similar wavelength-dependence as the hazy
urban case. The longer the wavelengths, the lower the minimum I values. Il
and Ir in Fig. 4.8 (c) also show similar wavelength-dependence as the total
radiance I. Unlike in the hazy urban case, the shorter the wavelengths, the
larger the differences between Il and Ir in this rural case. From Fig. 4.8
(d), it is obvious that ρ for all wavelengths are generally larger than 1 except
around the solar direction. That means skylight scattered by nonspherical
coarse aerosol particles in this rural case are more perpendicular polarized,
especially for short wavelengths.
From panels (a) and (b) in Fig. 4.9, there is no significant change in
Q after the reference coordinate system rotation because Q are almost all
less than zero for different wavelengths in the instrument frame. Compared
with the results before rotation, U are more close to zero after rotation for
different wavelengths, see panels (c) and (d) in Fig. 4.9. Two sets of triplet
polarizers (i.e., 440, 500, and 675 nm; 870, 1020, and 1640 nm) are found
from AoP before rotation in Fig. 4.9 (e). The rotation angles are about 2 
and 9  for the two sets of triplet polarizers. The 80 0 difference between
AoP at 870, 1020 nm and that at 1640 nm has been discussed above. The
results corresponding to another set of triplet polarizers for 340 and 380 nm
are not illustrated here. A jump point at 195 0 in the AoP curve of 1640
nm is because U is exactly equal to zero at this angle but slightly less than
zero at other scanning angles with Q being larger than zero at all scanning
angles, see Tab. 2.1. AoP deviates from 90  around the scanning angle of
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265  in Fig. 4.9 (f) also indicating the Arago neutral point in the anti-solar
meridian.
(C) clean continental case at the “Lhasa” site
The “Lhasa” site plays an important role in the SONET because this
site is located in the Tibet Plateau with altitude of 3690 m. It also fills
in the blank of polarized observations in Southwest China. A typical clean
continental case observed on 18 December, 2013 is chosen in this study. In
this case, the AOD at 440 nm was only 0.073 at 07:03 UTC, which was
obviously less than that in the rural case (i.e., the AOD at 440 nm was
about 0.22). According to the SONET retrieval, the clean continental case
was also dominated by coarse nonspherical aerosol particles with the total
effective radius of 0.966 µm and the sphericity parameter of 0.12 %.
From Fig. 4.10, the angle of incident light is about 124 0. Two neutral
points can be found around the scanning angles of 115  and 130 . DoLP
reaches maximum around the scanning angle of 214 0. Comparing Fig. 4.10
with Fig. 4.8, the maximum values of DoLP in the clean continental case
are all larger than those in the rural case for corresponding wavelengths since
lower AOD value of the skylight in the clean continental case generating
less depolarization effects by multiple scattering. However, I in the clean
continental case are less than those in the rural case. Small digital numbers,
which are corresponding to low radiances in the polarized channels at long
wavelengths lead to the roughness of DoLP curves at 870, 1020, and 1640 nm
in the clean continental case, see Fig. 4.10 (b). Compared with the rural case,
differences between Ir and Il at the 90
0 scattering angle are more dramatic
in the clean continental case. Namely, the skylight is more perpendicular
polarized. From Fig. 4.10 (d), it is obvious that the maximum Ir can even
be 3.8 times higher than that of Il at 440 nm.
From Fig. 4.11, Q and U at short wavelengths (e.g., 440 nm) have promi-
nent changes after rotation. Two sets of triplet polarizers (i.e., 440 and 675
nm; 870, 1020, and 1640 nm) can be observed in Fig. 4.11 (e). The rotation
angles are about 89.5  and 8  for these two sets of triplet polarizers. The
results regarding to another set of triplet polarizers are not given here. The
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jump points at 260 0 and 265 0 in the AoP curve of 440 nm, as well as at
240 0 and 265 0 in the AoP curve of 675 nm are because the values of Q and
U before rotation are very close to zero at these angles. The jump points at
255 0 and 265 0 in the AoP curve of 1640 nm are caused by the positive Q
and negative U at these angles (U at other scanning angles are all equal to
zero), see Tab. 2.1.
(D) mineral dust case at the “Minqin” site
The “Minqin” site is surrounded by the Tengger desert and the Badain
Jaran desert. A typical mineral dust case observed on 28 March, 2012 is
analyzed. In this case, the AOD at 440 nm was up to 2.929 at 04:18 UTC.
There was no retrieval of aerosol microphysical parameters because of the
dust blowing. But it could be considered as dominated by coarse nonspherical
particles.
From Fig. 4.12, DoLP is very low and have no obvious wavelength-
variation behaviors in comparison with the clean continental and the rural
cases. The maximum DoLP is only 0.09 around the scanning angle of 232.4 0
(i.e., the 90 0 scattering angle). The low DoLP in the mineral dust sky condi-
tion could be due to more depolarization effects of the multiple scattering by
abundant dust particles in the atmosphere. There are no obvious differences
between Il and Ir, meanwhile, ρ are close to 1 for all wavelengths, see Fig.
4.12 (c) and (d). It means that the skylight in the solar principal plane is
nearly unpolarized.
From Fig. 4.13, Q at 1640 nm changes from positive to negative after the
reference coordinate system rotation. U is more close to zero after rotation
than before. The rotation angles in this case are about 2.5  and 8.8  for
the two sets of triplet polarizers separately corresponding to 440, 500, 675
nm, and 870, 1020, 1640 nm, see Fig. 4.13 (e). The jump points from 190 0
to 200 0 in the AoP curve of 1640 nm are caused by the negative U at these
angles, see Tab. 2.1.
(E) maritime case at the “Zhoushan” site
The “Zhoushan” site is located in the Zhoushan archipelago, East China
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sea. A typical maritime case observed on 15 October, 2012 is selected in this
study. AOD at 440 nm was 0.946 at 01:52 UTC. It was a moderate AOD
comparing with those in clear sky conditions (e.g., in the clean continental
and the rural cases) and in unclear sky conditions (e.g., in the haze pol-
luted urban and the mineral dust cases). According to the inversion results
from almucantar measurements, the total effective radius was 0.361 µm and
the sphericity parameter was about 69 %. This case was dominated by the
submicron fine spherical aerosol particles (Li et al., 2014b).
From Fig. 4.14, the angle of incident light is about 134 0. DoLP in this
case show different wavelength-dependence: neither monotonously increases
nor decreases as wavelength increases. That could be caused by submicron
size of the maritime aerosol particles. The maximum DoLP is 0.39 at 1020
nm. This value is also between the maximum values in the clear and un-
clear sky conditions. Ir is obviously larger than Il, particularly around the
scanning angle of 224 0 (i.e., the 90 0 scattering angle).
From the results of AoP before rotation, it is evident that the channels of
440, 500, 675 nm and 870, 1020, 1640 nm share two sets of triplet polarizers,
see Fig. 4.15 (e). The rotation angles are about 0.6  and 9.8 , respectively.
The jump points at 180 0, 190 0, and 195 0 in the AoP curve of 1640 nm (i.e.,
AoP are close to 0 0 at these scanning angles) are due to the positive U at
these angles with positive Q at all scanning angle in this channel, see Tab.
2.1.
In summary, the Stokes parameter U and the angle of polarization after
reference coordinate system rotation have no significant variation charac-
teristics in the solar principal plane geometry, while results of the Stokes
parameter Q after rotation change dramatically, see panels (b), (d), and (f)
in Figs. 4.7, 4.9, 4.11, 4.13, and 4.15. Then, Q is recommended to ana-
lyze the influences of different aerosol microphysical properties and chemical
components on the polarized skylight in the solar principal plane. When Q
is known, the parallel and perpendicular polarized radiances Il and Ir, as
well as the depolarization ratio ρ are obtained. They can provide unique
information on skylight polarization.
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4.3.2 Almucantar geometry
The Polarized ALMucantar (ALMP) scenario is a test function for the CE318-
DP at present. It is only available for the CE318-DP#350 at the “Beijing-
RADI” site within SONET. Two typical cloudless polarized almucantar mea-
surements in a heavy haze polluted sky (02:36 UTC on 7 December, 2013)
and a clear sky (06:25 UTC on 9 December, 2013) are analyzed in this sub-
section. The atmospheric conditions for these two cases are summarized in
Tab. 4.2. The AOD at 440 nm was 1.47 for the heavy haze polluted sky,
while it was only 0.12 for the clear sky.
Table 4.2: Atmospheric conditions for the skylight polarization measure-
ments in the polarized almucantar geometry in haze polluted urban and
clear cases shown in Figs. 4.18 to 4.21.
Haze polluted case Clear case
Parameter (7 December, 2013 (9 December, 2013
02:36 UTC) 06:25 UTC)
Solar Zenith Angle () 66 70.6
Temperature (C) 3.5 5.9
Humidity (%) 53.3 20.6
Barometric Pressure (hPa) 1013.3 1013.8
Wind Speed (m/s) 1 6
AOD@440 nm 1.47 0.12
Figs. 4.18 and 4.20 illustrate results of the total radiance I, DoLP ,
the parallel and perpendicular polarized radiances Il and Ir, as well as the
depolarization ratio ρ as functions of Relative Azimuthal Angle (RAA) in the
heavy haze polluted sky and the clear sky, respectively. It is clear that all
these results are symmetric with respect to the principal plane (i.e., RAA 
180 0). I, Il and Ir reach peak values close to the solar direction (i.e., RAA 
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(a) I (b) DoLP
(c) Il and Ir (d) ρ
Figure 4.18: Results of the total radiance I (a), DoLP (b), the parallel and
perpendicular polarized radiances Il (dash line) and Ir (solid line) (c), and
the depolarization ratio ρ (d) for the haze polluted urban case in the polarized
almucantar geometry at the “Beijing-RADI” site.
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(a) Q before rotation (b) Q after rotation
(c) U before rotation (d) U after rotation
(e) AoP before rotation (f) AoP after rotation
Figure 4.19: Results of the Stokes parameters Q (a,b), U (c,d), and AoP
(e,f) for the haze polluted urban case in the polarized almucantar geometry
at the “Beijing-RADI” site.
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(a) I (b) DoLP
(c) Il and Ir (d) ρ
Figure 4.20: Results of the total radiance I (a), DoLP (b), the parallel and
perpendicular polarized radiances Il (dash line) and Ir (solid line) (c), and
the depolarization ratio ρ (d) for the clear case in the polarized almucantar
geometry at the “Beijing-RADI” site.
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(a) Q before rotation (b) Q after rotation
(c) U before rotation (d) U after rotation
(e) AoP before rotation (f) AoP after rotation
Figure 4.21: Results of the Stokes parameters Q (a,b), U (c,d), and AoP
(e,f) for the clear case in the polarized almucantar geometry at the “Beijing-
RADI” site.
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30 0, 330 0). The variations of I and Ir with RAA are similar. Namely, I and
Ir keep steady or fell slowly first and then rise rapidly with RAA away from
180 0 (i.e., the principal plane). But Il shows different variation with RAA. It
simply increases with RAA deviating from 180 0. The results of DoLP reach
two peaks at scattering angle of 90 0 for all wavelengths in the left and right
almucantar plane, respectively. They reach valleys in the principal plane
(i.e., RAA  180 0) or close to the solar direction (i.e., RAA  30 0, 330 0).
Unlike ρ in the principal plane, which shows similar sensitivity with the
scanning angle as the DoLP , ρ in the almucantar geometry shows opposite
feature to the DoLP . ρ at all wavelengths are larger than 1 and reach
maximum around the principal plane (i.e., RAA  180 0). But they are less
than 1 at most other relative azimuthal angles. That means, the skylight is
perpendicular polarized around the principal plane, but is parallel polarized
in other observing directions in the almucantar plane. ρ at all wavelengths
are equal to 1 around the relative azimuthal angles of 140 0 and 220 0 in the
haze polluted case, see Fig. 4.18. Namely, skylight is unpolarized around
these two angles. Similarly, ρ are equal to 1 around the relative azimuthal
angles of 150 0 and 210 0 in the clear case, but with more obvious differences
among wavelengths, see Fig. 4.20.
Figs. 4.19 and 4.21 give results of the Stokes parameters Q, U , and
AoP as functions of the relative azimuthal angle in the heavy haze polluted
sky and the clear sky, respectively. Compared with the results in the solar
principal plane geometry, Q, U , and AoP in the almucantar geometry can
present more variation features of skylight. The relationships among AoP
and signs of the Stokes parameters Q and U discussed in Subsection 2.1.2
can be clearly seen after rotation of the reference coordinate system from the
instrument frame to the sky frame. For example, AoP is equal to 90 0 when
Q   0 and U  0 at the RAA of 180 0. After rotation, Q is symmetric but U
is anti-symmetric with respect to the principal plane. AoP appears almost
monotonous variation as RAA increases. When RAA is equal to 180  that
indicates the solar principal plane, Q reaches the minimum; U is nearly equal
to zero; and AoP is 90 .
Q reaches the maximum when RAA is around 70  or 290 , and U reaches
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the maximum or the minimum when RAA is around 110  or 250  in the haze
polluted urban case, see Fig. 4.19 (b) and (d). Q reaches the maximum when
RAA is around 80  or 280 , while U reaches the maximum or the minimum
when RAA is around 120  or 240  in the clear case, see Fig. 4.21 (b) and
(d). In general, the peak values of Q and U vary with wavelength, and the
spectral discrepancies of Q or U are larger at the angles where they reach
higher values. Simulations have also shown that the extreme values of Q and
U vary with different aerosol particle size, shape, real and imaginary parts
of the complex refractive index. Nevertheless, the angles taking the extreme
values are almost unchanged (Li et al., 2013). So it is recommended to utilize
the polarization measurements at these angles in the almucantar geometry
to get information on different aerosol properties. From Figs. 4.19 (f) and
4.21 (f), it is clear that AoP change little with wavelength at most relative
azimuthal angles, especially in the solar principal plane (i.e., RAA  180 0).
Furthermore, the discrepancies between results of the haze polluted and
the clear urban cases in the almucantar geometry are discussed in this sub-
section. Comparing Figs. 4.18 (b) and 4.20 (b), it could be found that
the maximum DoLP in the haze polluted urban case is less than that in
the clear case. This can be explained by more depolarization effects of the
multiple scattering in the heavy haze polluted sky. There are also different
wavelength-variation behaviors between the clear and haze polluted cases. In
the clear sky, the values of DoLP at long wavelengths are less than those at
short wavelengths at most relative azimuthal angles, except around the prin-
cipal plane (i.e., RAA around 180 0). On the contrary, the values of DoLP
at long wavelengths are mostly larger than those at short wavelengths in the
haze polluted sky. This is common for comparison between the clear and
haze polluted cases (Chen et al., 2013). One reason could be sensitivities of
different wavelengths to different particle sizes. Fig. 4.22 gives the aerosol
volume size distributions retrieved from the CE318-DP#350 measurements
in the unpolarized almucantar scenario. These two measurements were only
10 or 15 minutes earlier than the measurements in the polarized almucantar
scenario. So the aerosol particle size distributions can be considered to be
unchanged during this interval. From Fig. 4.22, one can see that the heavy
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haze polluted case was dominated by fine mode particles while the clear case
was dominated by coarse mode particles. Nevertheless, the volume concen-
trations of fine and coarse mode particles in the haze polluted case were all
larger than those in the clear case. Thus, if only the depolarization effects
of the multiple scattering are considered, all the values of DoLP at short
and long wavelengths in the haze polluted case should be lower than the
corresponding values in the clear case. But the fact is that DoLP at short
wavelengths (e.g., 440 nm) in the haze polluted case are less than those in
the clear case, while DoLP at long wavelengths (e.g.,1640 nm) in the haze
polluted case are larger than those in the clear case. Compared with long
wavelengths, short wavelengths are more sensitive to the fine mode aerosol
particles. So, DoLP at 440 nm appears more obvious difference between
these two cases than that at 1640 nm. In addition, different wavelength-
variation behaviors of DoLP in the clear and haze polluted cases also could
be due to different sensitivities of short and long wavelengths to the fraction
of spherical particles. It should be discussed in further study, see Chapter 6.
Comparing Figs. 4.18 (d) and 4.20 (d), it is evident that the depolariza-
tion ratios show different wavelength-variation behaviors in the haze polluted
and clear cases. For the haze polluted case, the longer the wavelengths, the
lower the valley values. That means, the skylight are more parallel polarized
at long wavelengths at the valley positions. However, for the clear case, it
shows that the longer the wavelengths, the higher the valley values. That
indicates the proportions of the perpendicular polarized radiances at long
wavelengths are larger than those at short wavelengths in this case. More-
over, results of ρ in the left and right almucantar planes show bad symmetry
for the clear sky. It could be due to changes of the skylight polarization dur-
ing two scannings in the left and right almucantar planes, which is significant
for the clear sky but is negligible for the haze polluted sky.
From panels (b), (d), and (f) in Figs. 4.19 and 4.21, the maximum values
of Q and U in the haze polluted case are generally less than those in the
clear case. But the peak values of Q and U for different wavelengths in
the haze polluted case may be higher or lower than those for corresponding
wavelengths in the clear case. For example, the peak value of Q at 675 nm in
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.22: Aerosol volume size distributions retrieved from the CE318-
DP#350 measurements in the almucantar geometry at the “Beijing-RADI”
site. (a) haze polluted case, (b) clear case.
Fig. 4.19 (b) is higher than that in Fig. 4.21 (b); On the contrary, the peak
value of Q at 440 nm in Fig. 4.19 (b) is lower than that in Fig. 4.21 (b).
For the clear case, Q and U change regularly with wavelengths. The shorter
the wavelengths, the higher the Q and U peak values, the lower the Q and U
valley values. But in the haze polluted case, there are no regular wavelength-
variation behaviors for Q and U . Moreover, unlike the haze polluted case,
RAA corresponding to peak positions change little with wavelengths in the
clear sky. From Fig. 4.19 (f), it can also be found that discontinuities exist
in the monotone curves of AoP close to the solar direction (i.e., RAA 
30 0, 330 0) in the short wavelengths, such as 440 nm. This feature usually
can be found in heavy haze polluted conditions. Its relation with atmospheric
aerosol properties remains to further investigate.
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Chapter 5
Validation and uncertainty
assessment
5.1 Validation of the polarization parameters
5.1.1 Comparison with previous measurements of DoLP
and I
By definition, the degree of linear polarization is deduced from the Stokes
parameters I, Q, and U . When the Stokes parameters Q and U are un-
known, DoLP can also be calculated directly from three polarized radiance
observations, see Eq.(8) in Li et al. (2010). That is,
DoLP  η2  2pN21  R212 N22  R213 N23
R12 N1 N2 R13 N1 N3 R12 R13 N2 N3q1{2
 pN1  R12 N2  R13 N3q1,
(5.1)
where η is the polarizing efficiency that is introduced in Chapter 3. Note
that the form of η is differ from that in Eq.(8) in Li et al. (2010). N1,
N2, and N3 denote digital numbers detected by the instrument with three
orientations of the polarizer axes (i.e., 0 0, 60 0, and 120 0). R12  N1 {N2 , and
R13  N1 {N3 , where N1 , N2 , and N3 represent the corresponding digital
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numbers when the incident light is unpolarized. In this equation, R12, R13,
and η are the calibration coefficients which are obtained by calibration of the
degree of linear polarization measurement using the reflected solar light or
light from the POLBOX system as polarimetric references (Li et al., 2010).
Thus, DoLP is calculated directly from three digital numbers other than
from the Stokes parameters.
Fig. 5.1 (a) gives comparison between DoLP calculated from the Stokes
parameters I, Q, and U in this study and that obtained directly from three
digital numbers in the past. It can be found that these two results are highly
consistent for all wavelengths. The biggest difference around the maximum
DoLP at 870 nm is less than 0.005. Previous study has shown that total
uncertainty in the DoLP calibration is about 0.005 for CE318-DP (Li et al.,
2010). So the differences of DoLP between previous results and the results
in this study are acceptable.
The Stokes parameters I calculated from measurements in polarization
channels in the principal plane are also compared with the total radiances
measured by the non-polarized channels of CE318-DP. Fig. 5.1 (b) gives
the comparison of I obtained from the measurements of polarized and non-
polarized principal plane modes. A time lag between these two measurements
is about 5 minutes. The variation of skylight may not be ignored within 5
minutes, especially when the sun elevation is low. Even so, these two results
are pretty close. From Fig. 5.1 (b), differences near the solar direction are
bigger than which far from the solar direction. Meanwhile, the differences
at 440 nm are more obvious than those for other wavelengths. The biggest
difference is less than 0.007 W m2 nm1 sr1 in the anti-solar direction.
5.1.2 Comparison between measurements and model
results
Considering that there was no results of Q, U , and the angle of polarization
calculated from the CE318-DP measurements in the past, the polarization
parameters simulated by the SOS vector radiative transfer model (see Chap-
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: (a) Comparison between the degree of linear polarization deduced
from the Stokes parameters I, Q, U in this paper (points) with that calculated
directly from three polarized radiance measurements (curves) in the solar
principal plane; (b) Comparison between the first Stokes component I from
polarized channel measurement (points) with the total radiance from the
non-polarized channel measurement (curves) in the solar principal plane.
The point notations are as: circle for 440 nm; diamond for 870 nm; triangle
for 1020 nm; and cross for 1640 nm. The curve notations are as: dotted line
for 440 nm; dashed line for 870 nm; dash-dot line for 1020 nm; and solid line
for 1640 nm (Li et al., 2014a).
ter 2) are also compared with corresponding calculated results in this study.
For the SOS vector radiative transfer model simulations, the input param-
eters of aerosol particle size distribution, real and imaginary parts of the
complex refractive index were retrieved from the CE318-DP non-polarized
measurements in the almucantar geometry following the procedure described
in Li et al. (2009). The AOD were obtained from the CE318-DP sun measure-
ments following AERONET level 1.0 data criteria. As discussed in Chapter
2, the single scattering of sphere particle is calculated by the Mie code. The
results are then put into the SOS radiative transfer model for multiple scat-
tering calculations (Deuze´ et al., 1989). The normalized Stokes parameters
I, Q, and U are first simulated. Then, the DoLP and AoP at the CE318-DP
observation angles in the solar principal and the almucantar planes are de-
duced from them. Outputs of the scattered fields of radiances are normalized
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by the extraterrestrial solar irradiance.
Solar principal plane Almucantar plane
(a) DoLP (b) DoLP
(c) I (d) I
Figure 5.2: Comparisons between results of the DoLP and the total radiance
I calculated in this study and the SOS radiative transfer model simulations,
where I is normalized by the extraterrestrial solar irradiance (Li et al., 2014a).
Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 give the comparisons between the calculated results
of DoLP , I, Q, U , and AoP and corresponding radiative transfer model
simulations. It can be seen that model simulated I and AoP agree well with
the calculated results, especially for the almucantar observation geometry,
see Figs. 5.2 (d) and 5.3 (f). That could be due to the input parameters
derived from the almucantar observations. The absolute differences are less
than 0.007 for the normalized I, and the angle differences are less than 2 
for AoP in the almucantar geometry.
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Solar principal plane Almucantar plane
(a) Q (b) Q
(c) U (d) U
(e) AoP (f) AoP
Figure 5.3: Comparisons between results of the Stokes parameters Q, U , and
the AoP calculated in this study and the SOS radiative transfer model simu-
lations, where Q and U are normalized by the extraterrestrial solar irradiance
(Li et al., 2014a).
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For the normalized Stokes parameters Q, U , and the DoLP in Figs.
5.2 and 5.3, model simulations only qualitatively correspond with the results
calculated in this study. From Fig. 5.3 (a), the simulated Q are distinctly less
than corresponding measured results in the solar principal plane geometry.
Obvious deviations for Q at all scanning angles in the anti-solar direction
of the principal plane and deviations for the extreme values of Q, U , and
DoLP in the almucantar geometry are possibly attribute to unrealistic inputs
adopted in model simulations. Previous study has shown that the Stokes
parameters Q and U are very sensitive to aerosol particle shape, fine particle
size, and real part of refractive index (Li et al., 2013). In these simulations,
the aerosol particle shape is assumed as sphere. The input aerosol parameters
are derived from unpolarized measurements by CE318-DP. The residual error
of retrieval remains about 1.7 %. There is also a short time lag between the
polarized and unpolarized measurements during that the aerosol properties
maybe change a little. So the input parameters of aerosol properties are more
or less differ from the real situation. In addition, the effects of urban surface
may contribute to some differences in the simulation of skylight polarization.
Despite all of these factors, the comparison between the calculated results
and model simulations generally shows a good agreement (Li et al., 2014a).
5.1.3 Comparison with the AMPR measurements
To validate the calculated results of polarization parameters in this study,
the results measured by CE318-DP are also intended to compare with cor-
responding measurements by other types of instruments. However, the com-
parisons of absolute values of the Stokes parameters I, Q, U , and the degree
of linear polarization present several challenges. There are strict require-
ments on time synchronization, spectral matching, and observation geome-
try consistent. Only qualitative comparison between the CE318-DP and the
advanced Atmosphere Multi-angle Polarization Radiometer (AMPR) mea-
surements is carried out in this subsection since these requirements can not
be fully satisfied.
The AMPR is developed by the Anhui Institute of Optics and Fine Me-
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Figure 5.4: Ground-based synchronous observations by the CE318-DP #962
and the AMPR on 19 January, 2013 in Hefei, China (31.9N, 117.2E).
chanics (AIOFM), Chinese Academy of Sciences (Wang et al., 2014a). It is
currently an airborne instrument and will be carried on satellite platform in
the near future. The AMPR contains six normal polarized spectral bands
with central wavelengths at 490, 555, 665, 865, 960, and 1640 nm. Among
them, the wavelength band at 960 nm is applied to estimate column content
of water vapor and other channels are designed for atmospheric aerosol and
cloud detections. The 490, 665, 865, and 1640 nm channels of the AMPR can
approximately match with the 500, 675, 870, and 1640 nm wavelength bands
of the CE318-DP, respectively. A ground-based synchronous measurements
by these two instruments were taken during 02:52-05:49 UTC on 19 January,
2013 in Hefei, China (31.9N, 117.2E), see Fig. 5.4. The polarized skylight
measurements by these two instruments were only conducted in the solar
principal plane geometry. The scanning angles were from 85 0 to  85 0 with
5 0 interval for the CE318-DP measurements, while from 55 0 to  55 0 with
1 0 interval for the AMPR measurements. Here, 0 0 represents zenith obser-
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vation. Negative scanning angles indicate the solar direction, otherwise, the
anti-solar direction.
(a) DoLP (b) I
(c) Q (d) U
Figure 5.5: Comparisons of DoLP and the Stokes parameters I, Q, and U
between the CE318-DP #962 and the AMPR measurements.
Fig. 5.5 illustrates comparisons of the DoLP and the Stokes parameters
I, Q, and U during 03:39-03:48 UTC on 19 January, 2013. It was a clear sky
and the aerosol optical depth at 440 nm was around 0.295 during this pe-
riod. The solar zenith angle was about 53 0. Only observations at scanning
angles from 40 0 to  55 0 are shown in this figure. It is clear that results
measured by the CE318-DP are qualitatively in consistent with the AMPR
measurements. The DoLP calculated from the CE318-DP measurements
are less than those of the AMPR measurements for the scanning angles from
40 0 to  40 0, see Fig. 5.5 (a). But the total radiances I measured by the
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CE318-DP are all larger than those of the AMPR measurements, especially
for the scanning angles close to the solar direction, see Fig. 5.5 (b). For
the Stokes parameters Q and U , discrepancies in the solar direction between
the CE318-DP and the AMPR measurements are more obvious than those
in the anti-solar direction, see Fig. 5.5 (c) and (d). In general, differences
in DoLP , I, Q, and U between the 500 nm channel of CE318-DP and the
490 nm channel of AMPR are more obvious than those for other correspond-
ing channels. Some possible reasons for quantitative differences could be
inaccuracy of relative azimuthal angles for the AMPR caused by manual ad-
justment of the solar principal plane, inconsistencies of central wavelengths
and spectral responses for corresponding channels of these two polarimetric
radiometers.
5.2 Uncertainty estimation
According to above comparisons, the polarization parameters derived in this
study are consistent with previous results, and comparable with the vector
radiative transfer simulations and the measurements by other polarization
radiometer. Moreover, uncertainties in the new calculated Stokes parameters
Q, U and the angle of polarization should be further estimated in details.
As we know, uncertainties of the Stokes parameter I and the DoLP those
can be obtained from CE318-DP polarized skylight measurements in the past
could be due to: i) accuracy of polarization calibration; ii) assumption of the
instrument’s Mueller matrix for perfect polarizers; iii) pointing errors of scan-
ning angles in the solar principal plane and the almucantar plane geometries.
These factors also have similar influences on the new derived Stokes param-
eters Q and U . In this study, an additional hypothesis of AoP theoretical
value of skylight in the principal plane geometry for perfect installation of
the optical sensor head to automated mount of the instrument is proposed for
calculating of the Stokes parameters Q and U . A rotation angle is obtained
based on this hypothesis. Then, the Stokes parameters Q and U are deduced
by rotating the reference coordinate system from the instrument frame to
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the sky frame. Therefore, the value of AoP measured in the reference plane
is necessary for the calculations of Q and U .
To specify uncertainties in the new derived Q, U , and AoP in this study,
rationality of hypothesis of the AoP theoretical value is first discussed, then
the error in measured AoP by CE318-DP is estimated, and finally the un-
certainties in I, DoLP , and AoP are propagated to Q and U according to
the law of uncertainty propagation:
First, rationality of the theoretical AoP assumption for the CE318-DP
perfect installation is discussed.
In the case of perfect installation for CE318-DP, the collimators of optical
sensor head should be within the solar principal plane. The scattering plane
is the same as the solar principal plane in the principal plane observing
geometry (see Fig. 2.1). According to the celestial polarization pattern
(see Fig. 4.5), the direction of polarization should be perpendicular to the
scattering plane in theory, that is, AoP of skylight is equal to 90 0 with
respect to the solar principal plane (Horva´th and Varju´, 2004; Smith, 2007).
Measurements have shown that differing from the DoLP and total radiance
of skylight which are highly variable, AoP is the most stable and predictable
parameter of skylight even under a wide range of atmosphere conditions (e.g.,
in a cloudy sky, or in fog) (Horva´th and Varju´, 2004). So, similar to the
hypothesis of non-polarization (i.e., DoLP  0) for the direct solar beam
and the emergent light of integrating sphere which are widely adopted as
references in polarization calibration (Li et al., 2010), the 90 0AoP of skylight
in the solar principal plane around the scanning angles corresponding to the
strongly polarized directions (e.g., at 90 0 from the sun) can be a reasonable
theoretical value.
Second, the error in AoP measured by CE318-DP is estimated through
a laboratory experiment.
Experimental measurement of AoP by the CE318-DP #350 was carried
out in a super clean chamber on 19 and 20 June, 2014. As the reference
light, partially polarized light with a fixed large DoLP (strong polarized)
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(a) Picture of the VPOLS system
(b) Schematic diagram of the VPOLS system
Figure 5.6: The high-precision Variable POlarization Light Source (VPOLS)
system, cited from http://klocc.aiofm.ac.cn/yqsb.
and variable AoP (different polarization directions) is generated through
a new generation of the high-precision Variable POlarization Light Source
(VPOLS), see Fig. 5.6 (Chen et al., 2012). Like the POLBOX system, the
VPOLS system is also composed of an integrating sphere and a polarizing
system which consists of four K9 glass plates (Pietras et al., 2000; Chen et al.,
2012). This system is usually applied for calibration of polarized instruments.
The degree and direction of polarization for partial polarized light generated
from the VPOLS system are adjusted by changing dip angles of the glass
plates and rotating the VPOLS box, respectively. The DoLP of the reference
polarized light is calculated from the refractive index and dip angles of the
glass plates, which is normally from 0 to  0.6 in a spectral range from visible
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to near infrared. To obtain a fixed large DoLP and variable directions of
polarized light as reference light, the rotation angle of the VPOLS can be
adjusted from 0 0 to 180 0 with a fixed 60 0 dip angle for the glass plates. The
values of DoLP in this situation are listed in Tab. 5.1.
Table 5.1: The degree of linear polarization of the VPOLS system with a
fixed 60 0 orientation angle for the glass plates.
Wavelengths DoLP
440 nm 0.632275270943109
675 nm 0.621291188587754
870 nm 0.617285951824228
1020 nm 0.615209735179417
The relative digital numbers (i.e., ratio of digital numbers in polarized
channels to the corresponding unpolarized channels) of the reference light
measured by the CE318-DP #350 are illustrated in Fig. 5.7. It is clear
that any solid line which indicates peak position for one polarizer’s curve
just goes through the intersection point of the other two polarizers’ curves,
while it is also true for any dash line which indicates valley position for one
polarizer’s curve. It illustrates that three polarizers for the same channel
keep 60 0 between orientations of any two polarizer-preferred transmittance
axes. Moreover, it can also be found that the wavelength bands at 675 and
870 nm have the same peak and valley positions. That means, these two
bands share the same set of polarizer triplets.
Fig. 5.8 shows AoP calculated from the digital numbers with respect
to the plane containing the vibration direction and the propagation direc-
tion of partially polarized light for the VPOLS system with rotation angle
of 0 0. According to Fig. 5.8, AoP measured by the CE318-DP shows good
agreement with the theoretical AoP for the VPOLS system. Most of the
angle differences between them are less than 1 0. Previous study has illus-
trated that regions of the sky that provide reliable compass information are
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.7: Relative digital numbers measured by the CE318-DP #350 for
partially polarized incident light with a fixed DoLP (fixed dip angle of the
glass plates) and polarization orientations (rotating angles of the VPOLS
box) changing from 0 0 to 180 0. P1, P2, and P3 represent the three polariz-
ers for the same wavelength band; solid lines indicate positions of the wave
peaks where the angles correspond to the linear polarizer-preferred transmis-
sion directions; and dash lines indicate positions of the wave valleys where
the angles correspond to directions of 90 0 to the linear polarizer-preferred
transmittance axes. (a) 440 nm, (b) 675 nm, (c) 870 nm, (d) 1020 nm.
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characterized by |AoPclear sky  AoPcloud| ¤ 4 0  6.5 0 (Horva´th and Varju´,
2004). So, the discrepancy of 1 0 in measured AoP is acceptable for skylight
polarization navigation.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.8: AoP calculated from the CE318-DP #350 measurements for
partially polarized incident light with a fixed DoLP and polarization orien-
tations changing from 0 0 to 180 0. (a) 440 nm, (b) 675 nm, (c) 870 nm, (d)
1020 nm.
Sensitivities of AoP to the atmospheric particle properties (including real
and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index, the particle shape and
size) are illustrated in Fig. 5.9. The simulated results show that AoP change
significantly with real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index
and particle shape around the solar direction in the almucantar geometry
(i.e., the relative azimuthal angles are close to 30 0 and 330 0), see Fig. 5.9
(a), (b), and (c). The sudden changes around the solar direction are related to
large real part and small imaginary part of the refractive index and spherical
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particles (i.e., a/b=1). This usually can be observed in the haze polluted
days. However, in other directions in Fig. 5.9 (a), (b), (c) and in all directions
in Fig. 5.9 (d), AoP show extremely small variations. Compared with the
large variations of AoP (usually ¡ 80 0) around the solar direction affected by
different atmospheric particle properties, the discrepancy of 1 0 in measured
AoP is acceptable. Hence, the discrepancy of AoP between the theoretical
and real values is treated as 1  ( 0.017 rad) in the following.
Table 5.2: Input parameters of the radiative transfer simulation for the AoP
sensitivity study in Fig. 5.9.
Parameters Standard value Changes of the value
Wavelength(λ) 0.55 µm constant
Aerosol particle effective radius (r) 0.1 µm 0.02, 0.08, 0.48, 1.28
µm
Particle size distribution power law constant
Shape parameter of spheroid (a{b) 1(sphere) 0.5, 1, 2, 3
Real part of refractive index (mr) 1.53 1.33, 1.4, 1.53, 1.75
Imaginary part of refractive index
(mi)
0.007 0.1E-7, 0.007, 0.02,
0.44
Aerosol optical thickness 0.5 constant
Rayleigh optical thickness 0.097069 constant
Surface albedo 0.1 constant
Solar zenith angle 45 0 constant
Viewing zenith angle 45 0 constant
Relative azimuthal angle 0 0, 180 0 30 0  330 0
Last, uncertainties in the calculated Stokes parameters Q and U resulting
from uncertainties of I, DoLP , and AoP are evaluated.
As discussed above, uncertainty in AoP measured by CE318-DP is  1 0
(i.e.,  0.017 rad) . Previous studies have also shown that the fractional
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.9: Sensitivities of the AoP to real part of the refractive index mr
(a), imaginary part of the refractive index mi (b), particle shape a{b (c),
and particle size r (d). a{b is the axial ratio, where a is the horizontal
semi-axis and b is the rotational (vertical) semi-axis of the spheroid particle.
a{b  1 indicate the spherical particle. r denotes radius of spherical particle.
(Input parameters for the simulation are listed in Tab. 5.2. The Mie and
T -matrix codes were used to calculate single scattering by spherical and non-
spherical particles, respectively. Outputs of the particle optical properties,
including extinction coefficient, asymmetry factor, single scattering albedo
and expansion coefficients of scattering matrix were then put into the vector
radiative transfer model SCIATRAN to simulate the Stokes parameters, and
to further calculate angle of polarization.)
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uncertainty in I has been decreased from 5 % at early stage of the AERONET
to the current  3 % (Holben et al., 1998; Li et al., 2008). The final DoLP
calibration uncertainty for the CE318-DP has also been estimated  0.005
(Li et al., 2010). Moreover, it is reasonable to suppose that I, DoLP , and
AoP have independent random errors. Then, we can consider 3 % fractional
uncertainty in I, 0.005 uncertainty in DoLP , and 0.017 rad uncertainty in
AoP here. Namely,
δI
I
 3 %,
δDoLP  0.005,
δχ  0.017.
(5.2)
According to Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), Q and U are calculated as
Q  I DoP  cos 2β  cos 2χ,
U  I DoP  cos 2β  sin 2χ.
(5.3)
Where β is equal to 0 0 for linear polarization (i.e., cos 2β  1). As dis-
cussed above, the partially polarized skylight is predominantly linear polar-
ized. Then, the calculations of the Stokes parameters Q and U are simplified
as (Tilstra et al., 2003)
Q  I DoLP  cos 2χ,
U  I DoLP  sin 2χ.
(5.4)
Uncertainties in the Stokes parameters Q and U are estimated according
to the law of propagation of uncertainties (Taylor, 1982; Zhang, 2006):
δQ rpDoLP  cos 2χ  δIq2   pI  cos 2χ  δDoLP q2
  pI DoLP  2 sin 2χ  δχq2s1{2,
δU rpDoLP  sin 2χ  δIq2   pI  sin 2χ  δDoLP q2
  pI DoLP  2 cos 2χ  δχq2s1{2.
(5.5)
Considering Q and U are often expressed in a normalized form (normal-
ized by the total radiance), the uncertainties in Q and U are also normalized
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by the total radiance I to compare with the fractional uncertainty in I (Liu
and Voss, 1997; Feng et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013). On the basis of long-term
observations, the angle of 90  for AoP and the typical values of 0.6 and 0.2
for DoLP in the clear and multiple-scattering atmosphere conditions around
the maximum polarization positions in the anti-solar half sky are adopted.
Then,
δQ
I
 rpDoLP  cos 2χ  δI
I
q2   pcos 2χ  δDoLP q2
  pDoLP  2 sin 2χ  δχq2s1{2,
 0.8 %, for DoLP  0.2,
 1.9 %, for DoLP  0.6;
δU
I
 rpDoLP  sin 2χ  δI
I
q2   psin 2χ  δDoLP q2
  pDoLP  2 cos 2χ  δχq2s1{2,
 0.7 %, for DoLP  0.2,
 2 %, for DoLP  0.6.
(5.6)
In the typical clear atmospheric condition with DoLP  0.2, δQ{I is
about 0.8 % and δU{I is approximately equal to 0.7 %; while in the typical
multiple-scattering atmospheric condition with DoLP  0.6, δQ{I is about
1.9 % and δU{I can reach up to 2 %. It can be found that the relative uncer-
tainties in Q and U increase as DoLP increases. Given that the normalized U
in the solar principal plane is quite small, the uncertainty in U is relatively
large. So the value of U calculated from CE318-DP measurements in the
solar principal plane geometry can not be solely utilized. Nevertheless, the
uncertainties of Q in both of the solar principal plane and almucantar plane
geometries and that of U in the almucantar plane geometry are acceptable
relative to values of the normalized Q and U in these observation geometries.
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6.1 Summary
As a mature commercial ground-based polarimetric instrument, the CIMEL
Dual-Polar sun/sky radiometer (CE318-DP) provides accurate, reliable, and
continuous skylight polarization measurements for an extended wavelength
range from 340 to 1640 nm. It has been routinely operated within the SONET
in China and selected stations of the AERONET around the world. Re-
trievals of several microphysical properties of aerosol particles are improved
significantly by using the degree of linear polarization derived from CE318-
DP polarized skylight observations. Besides DoLP and the total radiance
I, which are obtain from CE318-DP polarization measurements in the past,
other polarization parameters such as the Stokes parameters Q and U , as
well as the angle of polarization contain additional information on linear
polarization and its orientation. They have much potential to improve re-
trievals of aerosol microphysical and chemical properties. However, they have
not been derived from the CE318-DP measurements so far. In response to
the needs for improving observation capabilities of the CE318-DP regrading
atmospheric skylight polarization, this thesis has developed a method to cal-
culate the Stokes components Q, U , and AoP from ground-based CE318-DP
measurements, and further derive the perpendicular and parallel polarized
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radiances Ir and Il, as well as the linear depolarization ratio ρ. These new
polarization parameters in conjunction with DoLP and I are analyzed based
on the long-term observations in key areas of China.
In Chapter 2, to calculate Q and U , the relationship between the an-
gle of polarization and signs of the Stokes parameters Q and U is discussed
first. When Q is known, the perpendicular and parallel components of the
polarized radiance Ir and Il are separated from the total radiance I, and ρ is
derived from Ir and Il. They can provide unique polarization information for
atmospheric aerosol remote sensing . The DoLP , Ir, and Il of skylight are
deduced after single Rayleigh scattering, spherical particle scattering, and
nonspherical particle scattering for the unpolarized, the perpendicular lin-
early polarized, and the parallel linearly polarized incident radiation, respec-
tively. For the unpolarized incident radiation, the scattered light becomes
partly polarized (i.e., 0   DoLP   1) after the interaction with a scatter-
ing particle in the atmosphere. When the scattering obstacle is a very small
spherical particle such as an air molecular, Ir is larger than Il at all scattering
angles. When the scatter is a spherical or nonspherical aerosol particle, Ir
can be larger or less than Il at different scattering angles. For the perpen-
dicular or parallel linearly polarized incident radiation, the scattered light is
still perpendicular or parallel linearly polarized (i.e., DoLP  1) after the
interaction with a very small spherical particle or a spherical aerosol particle
in the atmosphere, while it becomes partly polarized (i.e., 0   DoLP   1)
after the interaction with a nonspherical particle. Scattering by spherical
particles does not change polarization state of the polarized incident radia-
tion, whereas scattering by nonspherical particle changes polarization state
of the polarized incident radiation, resulting in a decrease in the incident
polarization and an increase in polarization perpendicular to the original po-
larization. When taking multiple scattering into account, the contributors
from scattering path to the ground-based polarimetric radiometer in a clear,
cloudless sky (including Rayleigh scattering, spherical or nonspherical parti-
cle single scattering, and multiple scattering) are elaborated. As a result, the
polarization state of skylight measured by ground-based instruments could
be unpolarized, polarized perpendicular or parallel to the scattering plane
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for different atmospheric conditions depending upon the relative magnitudes
of each unpolarized and polarized components in the scattering processes.
Some single scattering codes (including Mie, T -matrix, and Spheroid ker-
nels) and vector radiative transfer models (including SOS and SCIATRAN)
are employed to simulate these processes.
The ground-based polarimetric instrument used to measure skylight po-
larization is the CE318-DP in this study. It has polarization observation ca-
pability in 8 polarized channels with center wavelengths at 340, 380, 440, 500,
675, 870, 1020, and 1640 nm, respectively. The Stokes components Q and U
are calculated from three radiance measurements by the polarized channels.
Working mechanism and polarization calibration for the CE318-DP are illus-
trated in Chapter 3. The polarization measurements at each wavelength band
are done through combination of polarizers and filters. Correspondences be-
tween different bands and polarizers are explained first. Some bands share
the same set of polarizer triplets. The combinations are fixed for the same
instrument, but are not unified for different instruments. For the CE318-DP
labeled #954, #962, and #969, the channels of 340 and 380 nm; 440, 500,
and 675 nm; 870, 1020 and 1640 nm share the three set of polarizer triplets,
respectively. However, for the CE318-DP labeled #350, the bands of 340,
380, 440, and 500 nm; 675 and 870 nm; 1020 and 1640 nm bands share the
three sets of polarizer triplets, separately. The CE318-DP normally conducts
polarization measurements only in the principal plane geometry. Considering
that some polarization parameters (e.g., U and AoP ) in almucantar geom-
etry contain more variation features of skylight, the polarized observations
of a CE318-DP (labeled #350) are also extended from the solar principal
plane to the almucantar plane. Then, it preforms skylight polarization mea-
surements at 35 scanning angles in the solar principal plane geometry and
at 28 relative azimuthal angles in the almucantar geometry per hour. To
calculate Q and U from three radiance measurements at each wavelength,
calibration coefficients of radiances for the polarized channels are needed to
know. They are obtained by measuring unpolarized light from an integrating
sphere. The polarizing efficiency describing imperfect polarizer is not consid-
ered here. CE318-DP is the main instrument for the SONET. The long-term
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sites of polarization measurements in key areas of China within the SONET
are introduced in this chapter.
There is an uncontrolled initial error angle when the optical sensor head
of CE318-DP is installed on the automated mount. Then, orientations of the
polarizers’ axes in the optical sensor head is hard to know due to this initial
angle. Since the values of Q and U depend on the reference plane which
is conventionally defined with respect to the meridian plane other than the
plane containing orientation of the 0 0 polarizer axis, they are difficult to
be obtained from CE318-DP polarization measurements. In Chapter 4, two
reference planes and corresponding coordinate systems in the sky frame and
the instrument frame related to the CE318-DP polarization measurements
are clarified first. To calculate Q and U in the sky frame, a rotation angle
for transforming the reference coordinate systems from the instrument frame
to the sky frame should be known. The polarization pattern of skylight is
applied to correct the initial angle of the instrumental reference plane and to
obtain the rotation angle in this study. Then, Q, U , and AoP are obtained
from the CE318-DP polarization measurements besides DoLP and I. Ir, Il,
and ρ are further derived from the Stokes components.
Results of these polarization parameters (including I, Q, U , DoLP , AoP ,
Il, Ir, and ρ) of skylight affected by different types of aerosol particles are also
discussed in Chapter 4. For the solar principal plane observations, results
of the typical haze polluted urban, rural, clean continental, mineral dust
and maritime aerosol cases are selected from sufficiently long observations
at the “Beijing-RADI”, “ZhangyeHH”, “Lhasa”, “Minqin” and “Zhoushan”
sites within SONET. There are some common features in these five cases.
The maximum I and minor DoLP are measured around the solar direction
for all wavelengths. I decreases as the scattering angle increases in the for-
ward direction, while the DoLP increases as the scattering angle increases
in the forward direction and reaches a peak around the 90 0 scattering angle.
Around the solar direction, Il are very close to Ir. However, Ir are obviously
larger than Il around the scattering angle of 90
0. That means the skylight is
nearly non-polarized around the solar direction but is polarized perpendicu-
lar to the principal plane around the 90 0 scattering angle. From the results
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of depolarization ratio, it is more clear that ρ for all wavelengths are larger
than 1. Results of Q, U , and AoP after rotation are generally consistent with
the polarization pattern of skylight in nature. Namely, Q are less than zero;
U are almost all equal to zero; AoP are close to 90 0 for all wavelengths in the
anti-solar direction of the principal plane. U and AoP after rotation have
no significant variations with scanning angle and wavelength, while results
of Q after rotation change obviously with them. Then, Q is recommended
to analyze the influences of different aerosol microphysical properties and
chemical components on the polarized skylight in the solar principal plane
geometry. In addition to these common features, there are also obvious dif-
ferences among these cases. For example, although both DoLP and I are
wavelength-dependent, they show opposite tendencies in the haze polluted
urban case at the “Beijing-RAD” site. That is, the longer the wavelengths,
the higher the maximum DoLP values and the lower the minimum I values.
On the contrary, in the rural case at the “ZhangyeHH” site and the clean
continental case at the “Lhasa” site, the wavelength-dependences of DoLP
are consistent with I. Namely, the longer the wavelengths, the lower the
maximum DoLP and the minimum I values. Moreover, there are no obvious
wavelength-dependence of DoLP in the mineral dust and maritime aerosol
cases at the “Minqin” and “Zhoushan” sites. These discrepancies indicate
different effects among these five types of aerosol particles. Meanwhile, re-
sults of AoP before rotation can imply combinations of polarizers and filters
for different instruments. The 80 0 difference between AoP at 870, 1020 nm
and that at 1640 nm has also been clarified in this chapter.
Only one site within SONET, the “Beijing-RADI”, has polarization mea-
surements in the almucantar plane. In Chapter 4, results of I, Q, U , DoLP ,
AoP , Il, Ir, and ρ calculated from CE318-DP polarized almucantar measure-
ments are discussed for the first time. They show some common features in
the haze polluted and clear sky conditions. All these results are symmet-
ric with respect to the principal plane (i.e., RAA  180 0). I and Ir keep
steady or fall slowly first and then rise rapidly with RAA away from 180 0,
while Il simply increases with RAA deviating from 180
0. I, Ir, and Il all
reach peak values close to the solar direction (i.e., RAA  30 0, 330 0). For all
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wavelengths, DoLP reach two peaks around the 90 0 scattering angles in the
left and right almucantar planes, and reach valleys in the principal plane or
close to the solar directions. Unlike in the principal plane where the depolar-
ization ratios show similar variations with the scanning angle as the DoLP ,
they show opposite variation features to DoLP in the almucantar geometry.
For all wavelengths, ρ are larger than 1 and reach maximums around the
principal plane, but are less than 1 at most other relative azimuthal angles.
That means, the skylight is perpendicular polarized around the principal
plane, but is parallel polarized in other observing directions in the almucan-
tar plane. Q, U , and AoP in the almucantar geometry can present more
variation features of skylight in comparison with corresponding results in the
principal plane geometry. After the reference coordinate system rotation, Q
is symmetric and U is anti-symmetric with respect to the principal plane,
while AoP appears almost monotonous variation as relative azimuthal angle
increases. When RAA is equal to 180 0, Q reaches the minimum; U is nearly
equal to zero, and AoP is 90 0. The peak values of Q and U vary with wave-
length. But AoP change little with wavelength at most relative azimuthal
angles, especially in the solar principal plane.
Significant discrepancies also exist between results of the haze polluted
urban and the clear cases in the almucantar geometry. For example, DoLP
in the clear and haze polluted cases show different wavelength-dependences.
The values of DoLP at long wavelengths are less than those at short wave-
lengths at most relative azimuthal angles (except around the principal plane)
in the clear sky. On the contrary, the values of DoLP at long wavelengths
are mostly larger than those at short wavelengths in the haze polluted sky. It
could be due to sensitivities of different wavelengths to different particle sizes
or to the fraction of spherical particles. Similar to DoLP , the maximums
of Q and U in the haze polluted case are generally less than those in the
clear case. For the clear case, Q and U change regularly with wavelengths.
Namely, the shorter the wavelengths, the higher the Q and U peak values,
the lower the Q and U valley values. But in the haze polluted case, there
are no regular wavelength-dependence for Q and U . ρ also show different
wavelength-dependences in the haze polluted and clear cases. The longer the
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wavelengths, the lower the valley values in the haze polluted case; however,
it shows that the longer the wavelengths, the higher the valley values in the
clear case. Moreover, results of the depolarization ratio in the left and right
almucantar planes show bad symmetry for the clear sky. It could be due
to changes of the skylight polarization during two scanning processes in the
left and right almucantar planes, which is significant for the clear sky but is
negligible for the haze polluted sky.
In Chapter 5, results of I and DoLP in the solar principal plane are first
separately compared with the total radiance I measured from non-polarized
channels of CE318-DP and the DoLP obtained from three polarized radi-
ance observations in stead of calculating from the Stokes parameters I, Q,
and U . Two results of DoLP are highly consistent for all wavelengths. The
biggest difference around the maximum DoLP at 870 nm is less than 0.005.
Two results of I obtained from the measurements of polarized and non-
polarized principal plane modes are very close to each other. The biggest
difference in I is less than 0.007 W m2 nm1 sr1 in the anti-solar direc-
tion. Considering that there was no results of Q, U , and AoP calculated from
CE318-DP measurements in the past, the polarization parameters I, Q, U ,
DoLP , and AoP simulated by the SOS vector radiative transfer model are
also compared with corresponding calculated results in this chapter. Model
simulated I and AoP agree well with the calculated results, especially for
the almucantar observation geometry. The absolute differences are less than
0.007 for the normalized I, and the angle differences are less than 2 0 for
AoP in the almucantar geometry. However, model simulations only qualita-
tively correspond with results of the normalized Q, U , and AoP calculated
in this study. Obvious deviations for Q in the anti-solar direction of the
principal plane and deviations for the extreme values of Q, U , and DoLP in
the almucantar geometry are possibly attribute to unrealistic inputs adopted
in model simulations. Furthermore, a comparison between the CE318-DP
and the AMPR polarization measurements is carried out. In general, results
measured by the CE318-DP are qualitatively in consistent with the AMPR
measurements. DoLP calculated from the CE318-DP measurements are less
than those of the AMPR measurements at the scanning angles from 40 0
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to  40 0 in the principal plane. But I measured by the CE318-DP are all
larger than those of the AMPR measurements, especially for the scanning
angles close to the solar direction. For Q and U , discrepancies in the solar
direction are more obvious than those in the anti-solar direction. According
to these comparisons, the polarization parameters calculated in this study
are consistent with previous results, and generally comparable with the vec-
tor radiative transfer simulations and measurements by other polarization
radiometer.
To further specify uncertainties in the new derived Q, U , and AoP in
Chapter 5, rationality of the theoretical AoP assumption for the CE318-
DP perfect installation is discussed. Then, considering a 1  ( 0.017 rad)
discrepancy of AoP between the theoretical and real values and 3 % frac-
tional uncertainty in I and 0.005 uncertainty in DoLP , these uncertainties
are propagated to the new derived Q and U according to the law of uncer-
tainty propagation. In the typical clear sky with DoLP  0.2, uncertainties
in normalized Q and U (i.e., δQ{I and δU{I) are about 0.8 % and 0.7 %,
respectively; while in the typical multiple-scattering sky with DoLP  0.6,
δQ{I is about 1.9 % and δU{I can reach up to 2 %. Considering that U in
the solar principal plane is quite small, the uncertainty in U is relatively
large. While the uncertainties of Q in both of the solar principal plane and
almucantar plane geometries and that of U in the almucantar plane geometry
are acceptable.
6.2 Outlook
(A) calibration of the angle of polarizer
The Stokes parameters I, Q, and U are calculated from three radiance
measurements by the polarized channels of CE318-DP. DoLP , AoP and
other polarization parameters are indirectly derived from I, Q, and U . Po-
larization calibration is vital to obtain the Stokes components and other
polarization parameters. As discussed in Chapter 3 and 4, the orientations
of three polarizers for one set of triplet are considered to maintain 60 0 from
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each other for CE318-DP. When choosing the instrument coordinate system
as a reference, the plane containing the direction of 0 0 polarizer-preferred
transmittance axis and the direction of propagation of light beam is defined
as the reference plane. Then, polarizer orientation angles are determined fol-
lowing Ψ1  0 , Ψ2  60 , and Ψ3  120 . The Mueller matrix of instrument
is obtained according to these orientation angles in calculation of the Stokes
components I, Q, and U .
However, the laboratory experiment in Chapter 5 has shown that the an-
gle differences between AoP measured by the CE318-DP and theoretical AoP
of the VPOLS system are about 1 0. The discrepancy could be introduced
by the orientations of three polarizers which are not keeping 60 0 interval, see
the angle differences between any two solid lines or dash lines in Fig. 5.7.
These angle differences should be considered in the Mueller matrix of instru-
ment. So, the interval between two polarizers’ orientations should be dealed
with in polarization calibration of CE318-DP in the future. The angles of
polarizer will be measured in laboratory and introduced into the Mueller
matrix to further improve calculation accuracy of the Stokes parameters.
(B) application in nonspherical aerosol identification
Polarization of skylight can imply valuable information on atmospheric
aerosol particles due to interactions of light and aerosol particles in the atmo-
sphere. Considering that particle morphology is of vital importance to how
electromagnetic radiation is scattered by aerosol particle, knowledge about
various nonspherical aerosol particle shapes get more and more attention in
aerosol remote sensing. Light scattering by nonspherical particle such as
mineral dust is commonly known as a major difficulty in aerosol characteri-
zation (Mishchenko et al., 1997; Dubovik et al., 2002; Merikallio et al., 2011).
Compared with the total radiance, polarization measurements have distinct
advantage in nonspherical aerosol remote sensing according to the special
sensitivities of skylight polarization to aerosol particle shape.
As discussed in Chapter 4, in addition to DoLP , the new polarization pa-
rameters Il, Ir, ρ calculated from Stokes components I, Q, and U have shown
unique characteristics with respect to nonspherical mineral dust aerosol par-
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Figure 6.1: Spectral ratio of the perpendicular polarized radiance Ir for non-
spherical dust particle with radii of 0.12 and 4.517 µm for fine and coarse
modes (refractive index m  1.57 0.01i at 440 nm and m  1.57 0.001i at
1020 nm); for spherical BC particle with radius of 0.095 µm (m  1.95 0.66i
at 440 and 1020 nm); for spherical BrC particle with radius of 0.126 µm
(m  1.53  0.063i at 440 nm and m  1.53  0.005i at 1020 nm); for spher-
ical seasalt particle with radii of 0.16 and 2.46 µm for fine and coarse modes
(m  1.5  0.0i at 440 and 1020 nm); and for spherical sulfate particle with
radius of 0.17 µm (m  1.53  0.0i at 440 and 1020 nm). The BC curve was
simulated by the Mie code, and other curves were simulated by the Spheroid
kernels, see Chapter 2.
ticles. Simulations have also shown that nonspherical dust particle can be
distinguished from other spherical aerosol components including Black Car-
bon (BC), Brown Carbon (BrC), seasalt, and sulfate by spectral ratio of the
perpendicular polarized radiance Ir, see Fig. 6.1. In the future, some sub-
sequent studies are engaged utilizing these polarization parameters to derive
aerosol particle shape parameter and help to identify aerosol types.
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Nomenclature
Symbol Description Unit
α Size parameter 
β Ellipticity angle rad or 0
A Complex scattering matrix 
F Scattering matrix 
Fnor Normalized form of scattering ma-
trix

L 4 4 rotation matrix 
P Phase matrix 
R 2 2 rotation matrix 
χ Angle of polarization rad or 0
δ Orientation angle of the 0 polar-
izer axis of perfect installation with
respect to the reference plane
rad or 0
 Complex electric permittivity A s V1 m1
η Polarizing efficiency 
γ Initial angle of the polarizer axis
with respect to the orientation of
perfect installation
rad or 0
lˆ, rˆ, zˆ Unit vectors along axes of Carte-
sian coordinate system

lˆins, rˆins, zˆins Unit vectors in the instrument
frame

lˆsky, rˆsky, zˆsky Unit vectors in the sky frame 
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6 Nomenclature
κ Complex magnetic permeability V s A1 m1
λ Wavelength nm or µm
Ω Solid angle sr
µ Zenith distance 
φabs Absorption radiant energy flux W
φext Extinction radiant energy flux W
φsca Scattering radiant energy flux W
ψ Orientation angle of polarizer axis
for perfect installation
rad or 0
ρ Depolarization ratio 
σ, σ1, σ2 Rotation angle rad or
0
θ Zenith angle rad or 0
ϕ Azimuthal angle rad or 0
$ Single scattering albedo 
Ψ Orientation angle of the polarizer
axis
rad or 0
ϑ Scattering angle rad or 0
~E Complex electric field vector V m1
~S Stokes Vector W m2
~S0 Solar irradiance Stokes vector W m
2
A Surface area m2
a Horizontal semi-axis of the spheroid
particle
µm
a{b Axial ratio of the spheroid particle 
Aproj Projected particle cross section m
2
Ai,j, i, j  1, 2 Complex scattering amplitudes 
B Planck’s function W m2 nm1 sr1
b Rotational (vertical) semi-axis of
the spheroid particle
µm
babs Volumetric absorption coefficient m
1
bext Volumetric extinction coefficient m
1
bsca Volumetric scattering coefficient m
1
C Calibration coefficient of the polar-
ized radiance

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6 Nomenclature
c Speed of light in a vacuum m s1
Cabs Absorption cross section m
2
Cext Extinction cross section m
2
Csca Scattering cross section m
2
E Complex amplitude of the electric
field vector
V m1
El Electric field component parallel to
the reference plane
V m1
Er Electric field component perpendic-
ular to the reference plane
V m1
F Total irradiance W m2
f Scattering function 
F0 Extraterrestrial solar flux density,
or irradiance
W m2
Finc Incident radiant flux density, or ir-
radiance
W m2
Fi,j, i, j  1, 2, 3, 4 Elements of the scattering matrix 
g Asymmetry factor 
h Planck’s constant J s
I Total radiance W m2 nm1 sr1
I0 Total radiance of directly incident
sunlight at the TOA
W m2 nm1 sr1
Il Component of radiance parallel to
the reference plane
W m2 nm1 sr1
Ir Component of radiance perpendic-
ular to the reference plane
W m2 nm1 sr1
Ilin Linearly polarized radiance W m
2 nm1 sr1
Iunp Unpolarized radiance W m
2 nm1 sr1
Il,unp Parallel component of the unpolar-
ized radiance
W m2 nm1 sr1
Ir,unp Perpendicular component of the
unpolarized radiance
W m2 nm1 sr1
Il,lin Parallel component of the linearly
polarized radiance
W m2 nm1 sr1
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6 Nomenclature
Ir,lin Perpendicular component of the
linearly polarized radiance
W m2 nm1 sr1
k Wavenumber nm1
k1 Transmittance of the linear polar-
izer along the preferred axis

k1 Transmittance of the linear polar-
izer along the preferred axis

k2 Transmittance of the linear polar-
izer along an axis 90 to the pre-
ferred axis

k2 Transmittance of the linear polar-
izer along an axis 90 to the pre-
ferred axis

kB Boltzmann constant J K
1
m Complex refractive index 
mi Imaginary part of complex refrac-
tive index

mr Real part of complex refractive in-
dex

N Digital number 
p Phase function 
Pi,j, i, j  1, 2, 3, 4 Elements of the phase matrix 
Q Parallel minus perpendicular linear
irradiance
W m2
Q Second Stokes parameter of the
monochromatic specific intensity
vector
W m2 nm1 sr1
Qabs Absorption efficiency factor 
Qext Extinction efficiency factor 
Qsca Scattering efficiency factor 
R Radial distance from a scattering
particle
m
r Radius of a sphere µm
R12, R13 Calibration coefficient of the DoLP 
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6 Nomenclature
S1, S2 Elements of the rotation matrix 
T Absolute temperature K
t Time s
U Linear polarized irradiance under
450
W m2
U Third Stokes parameter of the
monochromatic specific intensity
vector
W m2 nm1 sr1
V Circularly polarized irradiance W m2
V Fourth Stokes parameter of the
monochromatic specific intensity
vector
W m2 nm1 sr1
X1, X2 Elements of the rotation matrix 
z Cartesian coordinate in the direc-
tion of the propagation of the inci-
dent EM wave
m
Ma Mueller matrix of the aerosol parti-
cles

Mms Mueller matrix of multiple scatter-
ings

Mm Mueller matrix of the air molecules 
Mp Instrument’s Mueller matrix 
dN{d lnr Number particle size distribution cm3
dV {d lnr Volume particle size distribution µm3 µm2
σi Standard deviation 
τ Optical depth 
CV,i Particle volume concentration µm
3 µm2
rV,i Volume median radius µm
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Acronyms
AERONET AErosol RObotic NETwork
AMPR advanced Atmosphere Multi-angle Polarization Radiometer
AoP Angle of Polarization
AOD Aerosol Optical Depth
APS Aerosol Polarimetry Sensor
ALM ALMucantar
ALMP Polarized ALMucantar
AIOFM Anhui Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics
BC Black Carbon
BrC Brown Carbon
CE318-DP CIMEL Dual-Polar sun/sky radiometer
CAS Chinese Academy of Sciences
DoP Degree of Polarization
DoLP Degree of Linear Polarization
DoCP Degree of Circular Polarization
DOM Discrete Ordinate Method
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List of Figures
DPC Directional Polarimetric Camera
EM Electromagnetic
LOA Laboratoire d’Optique Atmosphe´rique
LIM Leipziger Institut fu¨r Meteorologie
3MI Multi-Viewing Multi-Channel Multi-Polarization Imaging
Mission
PHOTONS PHOtome´trie pour le Traitement Ope´rationnel de
Normalisation Satellitaire
POLDER Polarization and Directionality of Earth’s Reflectances
PPP Polarized Principle Plane
RAA Relative Azimuthal Angle
RADI Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital Earth
RSP Research Scanning Polarimeter
SGLI-VNR Second Generation Global Imager-Visible and Near Infrared
Radiometer
SONET Sun/sky-radiometer Observation NETwork
SOS Successive Order of Scattering
SPP Solar Principle Plane
SSA Single Scattering Albedo
TOA top of the atmosphere
UV UltraViolet
VPOLS Variable POlarization Light Source
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cident direction; OH denotes the local zenith; and Y O is the
viewing direction. The gray plane XOH is the solar principal
plane which contains the directions of the incident sunlight and
the local zenith; the plane Y OH is the local meridian plane
which contains the viewing direction and the local zenith; the
plane XOY is the scattering plane which contains the direc-
tion of the incident sunlight and the scattered light in the
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3.2 Schematic diagram of mechanism of the Dual-Polar sun/sky
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4.1 Schematic diagram of the reference coordinate systems in the
sky frame (lˆsky, rˆsky, zˆsky) and in the instrument frame (lˆins,
rˆins, zˆins) for the viewing direction of 180
0. The instrument
is placed at the origin of the reference coordinate systems O.
lˆsky-axis is in the meridian plane (i.e., the principal plane in
this situation). lˆins-axis is along the 0
0 polarizer axis of the
instrument. zˆsky- and zˆins- axes are coincident, along the direc-
tion of the light propagation. rˆsky-axis is perpencular to the
meridian plane. rˆins-axis is perpendicular to both lˆins- and zˆins-
axes. σ is a rotation angle for transforming of the reference
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